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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents the development of a layout
automator for VLSI circuit design using a standard
cell approach. Technologies currently supported by
the layout automator are NMOS and CMOS. Initially, a
netlist of the circuit is written in a description
language, called Netlisp. It is then processed by a
modified design tool Netlist, and a flattened
connectivity list of the circuit is obtained. This
connectivity list, a description of the dimensions and
pin locations of these cells, and a description of the
interface node symbols, are then processed by the
developed layout automator to obtain the corresponding
layout code.

The design tool is developed in three stages:
placement, routing and code generation. Initial
placement of the standard cells is accomplished in two
passes: a sequential list placement in the first pass
and a feed-through insertion in the second pass. The
routing of the standard cells is also implemented in
two stages: global routing and channel routing. A
method of horizontal compact.ion of the layout by the
edge alignment of vias in the routing region is
developed and implemented in the design tool. The
layout code corresponding to the circuit primitives is
generated in the final stage. Currently both KIC and
ABCD codes are supported.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits give tremendous

advantages to systems incorporating them. As more functions are

integrated on a single chip� systems incorporating these chips

increase in functionality and reliability, at a reduced cost per

function. Mass production of VLSI circuits depends on design

automation to attain shorter design times, minimum physical size

and higher reliability. The use of design automation tools is

fundamental to the timely, reliable and cost-effective design of

integrated circuits.

This chapter discusses the concept of design automation,

definition of layout, various layout styles, steps involved in a

layout generation, followed by a brief discussion on hardware

description languages, technology rules and an outline of this

thesis. Refer to Appendix A for the terminology used in this

thesis.

1.1 Design Automation

During the past two decades, it has been realized that

design automation is the only viable way to deal with the

complexity of electronic circuits [1]. Design complexity due to

exponential increase in number of components and

interconnections is tackled by design automation. Progress in

design automation has been reflected in all areas of activity,
.

capture, sl·mulation, layout, testing and
including deslgn

interface with the manufacturing process. Despite a good

progress in design automation, there is still need for more
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powerful design aids. Design areas such as, layout and testing,
needs further improvements. There is a need to keep design
automation in step with the increasing complexity of electronic

circuitry. Significant efforts are underway to develop design
automation tools, a necessary requirement as chip complexity

grows. A brief introduction to the automation of very large
scale integrated circuits is presented in [2J.

Many design automation tools are available to assist system

developers through the entire life cycle of a VLSI chip [3J.

Most of them are oriented towards speeding up design and

evaluation. Many tools have been constructed to perform specific

design and test tasks, including log ic simulators, integrated
circuit layout editors, circuit extractors, test vector

generators, and others.

1.2 Layout

Layout is a very complex two dimensional color plot in

which several individual colored boxes correspond to various

masks used for doping gases into a silicon substrate and thereby

fabricate subcomponents of circuit elements [4]. The starting

point is a logic diagram containing only cells. The layout

consists in the placement and interconnection of these cells.

More frequently this task is performed by a CAD program that,

from a wiring list of cells and from some constraints (critical

path and proximity), determines the cells' placement and

coordinates of each interconnection wire. According to the

performances of the algorithms used, this process can be either
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a fully automatic approach or a semiautomatic approach, or a

semiautomatic tool with manual modifications of automatic

placement and completion by hand of unsuccessful wirings [5].
The main advantage of this method is that the same circuit

description (wiring list) is used for layout and also for logic
simulation and testing.

1.3 Layout Styles

An integral part of any computer-aided design system for

integrated circuits is an automatic layout system that

transforms the logical circuit descriptions into physical

descriptions. There are three styles of chip design: gate

arrays, standard cells and custom. In gate arrays, layout of

the chip is generated entirely automatically. Standard cells

approach is classified as semiautomatic as there is a provision
for manual input of placement and/or routing specification.
Custom design is fully manual and exploits the complete use of

available chip area. A brief description of each of these

styles is given below.

1.3.1 Gate arrays

Gate array designs utilize prefabricated chips containing
transistors and feed-throughs, none of which are interconnected.

Predefined sites for cells in gate arrays permit the fabricator

to produce identiqal unwired gate array chips in large volumes.

Wiring between the cells will be done once the customer supplies
the circuit schematics or interconnect lists. Thus a gate array
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manufacturer has gate array wafers premade and need only add a

few mask levels to implement the circuit. Design automation

tools, which assign transistors and £eed-throughs to circuit

functions and determine the wiring paths, perform the layout
task. Since the fabrication of the wire layers is a low risk,

inexpensive operation, yields tend to be high and processing
time short.

Circuit implementation in gate arrays primarily consists of

two steps. The first step involves partitioning of the circuit

schematic into small modules consisting of several gates and are

arranged in a rectangular region representing the surface of the

gate array [6J. The gates in each module are then mapped onto

the transistor structure of the gate array. The second step

involves a global routing step that assigns segments of wires to

channels and a channel routing step that assigns routing

segments to actual locations in tracks [7,8].

1.3.2 Standard cell design

A standard cell is a digital logic element, performing a

specified function and laid out in a predefined area with power

and r/o ports set up at regular pitchs. The terminology in

conjunction with the standard cells approach is presented in

Appendix A. After the design is simulated and proven to

function correctly, other design aids, such as automatic layout

and routing generation software, is run on the circuit to

generate masks for fabrication.
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All cells in standard cell design will have identical

height, but vary in width depending on the contents of the cell.

Each cell contains a completely interconnected function. Power

and ground lines within a cell are maintained at a constant

vertical pitch so as to connect across the abutted cells. The

physical design of a standard cell chip is similar to a gate

array. Automatic placement arranges the cells so that they abut

in rows, attaining 100% wireability, minimizing wiring
congestion, and designing as many functions into the chip as

possible. The placement of cells is a two step process. First,
an initial assignment of cells to specific locations on the chip
is made [9 J. This is then followed by a placement improvement
phase whose object is to place the highly interconnected cells

together or in clusters, such that the interconnection lengths
are minimum. Routing follows the placement step. Initially,
nets are confined in channels and then each channel is routed in

turn to assign nets to tracks.

The main advantage of using standard cells versus gate

arrays is the savings in area. A standard cell design does not

have predefined sites for the cells as do gate arrays, and the

layout and routing can be optimized for the given design. The

penalty is the turn around time from design to samples. The

area to route signals in a standard cell design is usually 50-

80% of the chip size [lOJ. The routing penalty is the main

disadvantage over a full custom implementation of the circuit.
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1.3.3 Custom design

Custom design uses hierarchical design methods, whereby the

bottom-most design elements (also called cells) contain the

basic circuits, much as cells in standard cell layout with a

difference that there is little predefined structure to a

custom-defined cell. These cells are then interconnected to form

larger cells, which are connected to form still larger cells,

and so on until the entire chip is laid out. Cells are not

constrained to lie in rows but can be located anywhere on the

chip to minimize wasted space.

Cell placement and net routing in a custom layout are

complex tasks. Cell placement on a custom chip is similar to the

procedure on standard cell chips. First step in routing is to

assign nets to particular regions of the chip and the second

step is to confine these routes to tracks. Custom design, the

most time-consuming design style, produces the most area

efficient chips and usually the fastest circuits. However there

exists a trade-off between design time and production yield.

1.4 Layout Process

Layout generation, in general, involves three steps: floor

planning of the chip area, placement of circuit elements (cells)

and interconnection between the placed circuit elements. A brief

description of each of these steps is given below.
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1.4.1 Floor planning

The overall floor plan of a chip consists of a

hierarchically defined set of floor plans. At the top level in

the hierarchy, the floor plan of a complete chip consists of a

partitioning of the total chip area into a set of named abutting
rectangular blocks, with defined sets of connectors between

blocks. Floor plans capture two types of information. Firstly,
the structural interconnection information, conventionally
represented in a block diagram, which is used for generating net

list data for simulation purposes. Secondly, the estimated sizes

and topological relationships of the blocks that is used in

generating the final layout during the automatic chip assembly
stage. A semiautomatic VLSI chip floor plan methodology is

presented in [llJ.

1.4.2 Placement

The object of placement is to give orientation to circuit

elements or modules such that the interconnections between nodes

of circuit elements or modules that are to be connected are as

short as possible. Placement procedure makes use of the

connectivity information to orient the modules. The more

information that is given to the placer the better placement
it will produce. The hierarchical information available in the

connectivity file is a good starting point for a placement

program.

Placement is primarily a two step process initial
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made to improve the initial placement. Since, obtaining optimal
placement requires an exhaustive enumeration of all possible

assignments of components to locations, heuristics are used to

obtain near optimum solutions in reasonable computer time.

There exists several initial placement algorithms. The row

assignment algorithm is based on assigning each cell to a row,

but not to a specific position within the row. The row

assignment algorithm emphasizes that highly interconnected

components should reside in the same row or adjacent rows. This

algorithm is straight forward and intuitively appealing in

concept, however, the strategy does not model the actual problem

very accurately. The random placement algorithm selects cells

at random and places them anywhere in the layout. This

procedure, though extremely fast and simplistic, utilizes none

of the available information such as inter-cell connectivity and

hence results in poor placement. In another initial placement

method, called pair linking, a component with the greatest

connectivity to one of the components previously placed, is

selected and placed close to the preplaced component. Though

this algorithm can easily be programmed, it incorporates very

little of the available information into the resultant

placement. The force directed placement algorithm is based on

the model that components exert forces on the components to

which they are connected. The objective of this method is to

place the components such that the sum of the forces is minimal.
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The use of the force directed placement scheme results in a good
relative positioning of the cells. However, it results in a

significant amount of post processing in order to shift the

cells into rows.

Iterative improvement can be accomplished by a variety of

methods. One of the most popular is pairwise interchange,
whereby two components are swapped with each other, and the new

total wire length is determined and compared with the original

length. If the new length is shorter, the components remain

swapped and another two are selected for swapping, thus

continuing the iteration. Should no improvement result

swap, the two components are returned to their

locations, and the iteration continues with another

from a

original

two. This

process continues until some improvement is obtained. A method

of automatic placement for standard cells is described in [12J.

1.4.3 Routing

Once the placement of cells has been done, the nodes of the

cells are connected by routings. The goal of any router is to

find paths that minimize the total length of all wires in a

circuit. A router initially decomposes each net into sets of two

point nets. The nets are then ordered, usually shortest first,

and a route for each net is determined. Initially, these routes

are just logical assignments to channels; a later routing pass

actually assigns the nets to physical locations in each channel.

Because the routing process is essentially sequential, with each

wire being routed in turn, heavy congestion often occurs during
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the later stages due to already routed wires. To satisfy optimum

goals requires excessive computer time as the number of nets to

be routed is usually very large. This forces routing algorithms
to be heuristic in nature, leading to occasional failure by not

finding a path for a wire when one really does exist. Manually

finding paths for unrouted wires is then required.

The routing of circuit components in a layout is

accomplished in two stages: global routing and channel routing.
Global routing is the preliminary step of the routing process,

in which each net is assigned to particular region of routing

area. Global routing is followed by channel routing, in which

the final interconnections among the terminals of cells are

routed. There are numerous techniques for routing a rectangular

area, two examples being the maze router and the line router.

Both of these techniques route one net at a time; consequently,

some of the routed nets may block un routed nets, requiring
manual intervention to complete the rou-ting. The channel

routing technique considers the interaction between nets before

routing them; however, it still routes only one row or column at

a time. This results, by interfering with future routings, in

unrouted nets. In the case of channel routers, where channel

width can be increased, some approaches achieve 100 percent

routing by expanding channel width automatically.

The hierarchical router attempts to route one grid at a

time. An approximate routing procedure for a hierarchical

routing scheme is presented in [13]. References [14-17] present
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various channel routing algorithms.

1.5 Hardware Description Languages

Increasing complexity in hardware objects resulted in a

bottleneck in VLSI design phase. One effective solution for

this phase is to step the logic design phase to a higher level.

Hardware Description Languages (HDL) support typical levels of

hardware design. In a hardware description, the design of a

digital system is formally specified using language statements

of an HDL. At the architectural level, an HDL description models

the behavior of a system as a sequence of hardware activities,

and at the register transfer or gate level design, the

components of a system. An HDL description is used as an input
to a simulator and other design automation tools such as

placement, layout, test generation, etc.

Nonprocedural HDLs are useful when all the input and output

ports of each component of the system are known and the

interconnections between the components can be laid out.

Several modules are designed individually, such as ALU,

sequencer, register bank, etc. A system designer's job is now

Various

system

types of

simply by interconnectingreduced to configuring his

selected modules. hardware description

languages are discussed in [18].

The following example presents the description of a J/K

Flip-flop, expressed in a Multi-level Architectural Description
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Language (MADL). The description is a mixture of the behavior

as well as the structure of the circuit. Two levels of

hierarchy above the primitive library functions are used to

demonstrate the interconnections of blocks.

MAIN JKFF (INPORT BIT J, K, CLK, IOPORT BIT Q, QBAR);
STRUCT BIT CLKBAR, TMPl, TMP2, TMPIA, TMP2Ai

BEH BLOCK RS-LATCH (INPORT BIT R, S, CLK IOPORT
BIT Q, QBAR);

BEGIN
Q := A(A(R & CLK} & QBAR};
QBAR : = A ( A (S & CLK) & Q) i

END:
BEGIN

CLKBAR := NOT (CLK);
TMPlA := AND (J, QBAR);
TMPlA := AND (K, Q);
INTSTANCEl: RS-LATCH (TMPlA, TMP2A, CLKBAR,

TMP 1 , TMP 2 ) ;
INSTANCE 2: RS-LATCH (TMPl, TMP2, CLK, Q,

QBAR) i
END;

The A. and & are behavioral operators. The 'A' stands for

inversion and the '&' stands for the AND operation.

This circuit is expressed in terms of an INVERT gate, two

AND gates and two RS-LATCHes.

As another example, the description of an edge-triggered
J/K Flip-flop, expressed in Netlisp (a hardware description
language with a Lisp-like syntax), is presented below. The

circuit is realized in terms of two NAND gates and two AND-OR-

INVERT gates.

; Node definitions
(node j k q qb cb la lb)
; Circuit description
(nand la j cb qb)
(nand lb k cb q)
(and-or-invert q (cb qb) (la qb»
(and-or-invert qb (q lb) (cb q»
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This description, called a Netlist, describes the circuit

in tenus of a list of interconnections between the cells of the

circuit.

Netlisp.

A circuit can be expressed hierarchically using

1.6 Technology Rules

Recently developed layout tools address the demands of

quite complex integrated circuit layout tasks. As circuit

complexity grows, there has been increasing pressure to automate

as much of the layout process as practical, to reduce labor

costs and layout design cycle times as well as ensure uniform

confonuity to design rules. Technology rules are required to

execute a design and to check a design for accuracy. Design
tools and checking programs, driven by rules, are utilized to

assist in the design process. The technology rules are set, once

a technology and fabrication process matures. The major

objectives of a rules-driven, technology independent design
automation system are: faster support for new technologies,
reduced development effort, better utilization of skills and

fewer programs to maintain. In practice, no design automation

programs are truly technology independent, since the complexity
of both programs and rules tend to increase rapidly as they
become more general [19J. Technology independence requires that

there be no software modifications to bring up tools configured
for a particular circuit style.
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1.7 Thesis Outline

The material in this thesis has been organized into six

chapters, the first chapter being the introduction to various

aspects of VLSI design methodology. The second chapter
discusses the design objectives of this thesis, the design

procedure adopted in the development of the design tool, and the

utility of the design tool. The placement procedure of standard

cells is described in the third chapter. The detailed routing

procedure is described in the fourth chapter. The procedure of

layout code generation is discussed in the fifth chapter. The

sixth chapter summarizes the design procedure and presents

results and conclusions. Finally, a list of references followed

by four appendices, concludes the thesis.
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2. DESIGN TOOL FOR LAYOUT AUTOMATION

2.1 Introduction

The ultimate goal of any design system for

integrated circuits is the production of a layout.

producing

The layout

of integrated circuits consists of the placement of the devices

(cells) composing the design in a two-dimensional finite space

and of the interconnection of the pins of these devices

according to the schematic of the circuit to be implemented.

The most common representation of the layout is a multicolored

two-dimensional plot, that represents the description of the

masks to be used to fabricate the chip. Techniques of layout

generation can be broadly classified into two categories: manual

and automatic. Depending on the context, both these techniques

have some advantages and disadvantages.

The material in this chapter is divided into four sections.

The first section discusses the primary design objectives. The

procedure involved in achieving the design objectives is

discussed in the second section. The utility of the developed

design tool is discussed in the third section. The final

section summarizes the material discussed in this chapter.

2.2 Thesis Objectives

The objective is to develop a software design tool that

generates a layout automatically for a given description of a

digital circuit. Individual circuit elements are expressed in a
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CIRCUIT
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LAYOUT
AUTOMATOR
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LAYOUT
CODE

Figure 2.1 Interface of the design tool.

higher description language, called netlisp [20], formatted in a

Lisp-like syntax. Input to the design tool is a netlist of the

circuit and output of the design tool is layout code

corresponding to the input circuit description. The interface

of the design tool at a higher level is depicted in a functional

block diagram in Figure 2.1. The layout automator is a software

tool that is to be designed and developed for the automatic

generation of a layout corresponding to a given circuit

description.

2.2.1 VLSI Circuit design process

A typical VLSI design process as shown in Figure 2.2, has

been adopted in advancing from circuit description to mask

generation. Initially, the circuit under consideration is

expressed in a higher description language. It is then

simulated to check design validity. Functional simulation of
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CIRCUIT
DESCRI PTION

FUNCTIONAL
SIMULATION

COMPILE TO
NETWORK LIST

LAYOUT

Figure 2.2 Typical VLSI design process.

MASK
GENERATION

the circuit is done using simulation tools, such as RNL

(Resistor NetLisp), as described in [21]. If the design is

invalid at the end of the simulation run, then the circuit

description is checked, modified and resimulated. Once the

design is valid at the end of the simulation run, then the

netlist is compiled to a network list. This network list is

then processed to generate the layout code. The actual mask

generation is done at the fabrication end, by processing the
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layout code.

2.2.2 Tool design procedure

The starting point of the design tool is formation of a

database from the given netlist. This is accomplished by

modifying an already existing software tool - netlist, that is

used to generate code for simulation, by processing the circuit

description. The database consists of descriptions of circuit

elements at its lowest hierarchical level - referred to as

flattened netlist and connectivity information. Layout

parameters of standard cells, such as: width, height, center of

a standard cell, and terminal positions within the cell are

entered in a standard cell library. The design tool processes

the information in the database and in the standard cell

library, to produce layout code corresponding to the circuit

description. various stages in the development of the design

tool are discussed in the next section.

2.2.3 Tool development stages

The design tool is developed primarily in three stages:

Figure 2.3 shows aplacement, routing,

corresponding flow

design information

and code generation.

diagram . The layout automator utilizes

from three sources: cell parameters from a

standard cell library, connectivity and cell information from a

database and interface information. The layout tool comprises
three data generators a placer, that generates the code

corresponding to the placement of standard cells, a router, that
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Figure 2.3 An overview of the design tool.

generates the code corresponding to the routings and a code

generator, that generates the layout code and the data for

design statistics. Description of the input information sources

and data generators internal to the layout automator is

presented below.

Standard cell library

The standard cell library is a user created library

consisting of a collection of standard cell parameters

corresponding to each cell, such as: width of the cell, absolute

center of the cell and absolute t.e rrn i.naL positions - formatted

according to the source program. The placer utilizes the

standard cell library at the stage of cell row folding. The
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router uses the cell library information in determining the

use of the cell library parameters in determining

absolute node orientations. Finally, the code generator makes

the

orientation of cell rows. The data structure of the cell

parameters in the s·tandard cell library is shown below.

Cell
width

Orientation of
cell center

Orientation of
lip terminals

Orientation of
olp terminal

Database

The modified netlist automatically creates a database of

information, that is extracted from the input circuit

description. The database contains global connectivity
information and standard cell descriptions in the user defined

computation, cell row folding and in feed-through insertion

netlist. This database is used by the placer in floor width

stages. The router utilizes the database in assigning indices

to node symbols. Further, the codl': generator uses the database

in sequentially outputting the layout code for standard cell

descriptions. The database is organized into two files: cell

list and node symbols. A node symbol is the label assigned to

represent a node. The data structure of these two files is

shown below.

Cell list

I Cell Name Input Node Count [Input Node Count]

Node symbols

NSl NS2 NS3 NSn I
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where,

NSI-NSn are node symbols of n terminals.

A few insertion operations in the above two files may occur

in case the placer need to insert feed-throughs and hence the

router, the corresponding node aliases.

Interface information

extension. The code generator too, accesses the interface

The interface of a circuit is a list of its inputs and

outputs. This list is created by the user, by specifying I/O
node symbols in a file. The router makes use of the interface

information at the stage of net merging, where track space to

the left or right sides of the interface net is reserved for its

information in supplying the code corresponding to the extension

of the interface node and labeling the interface node.

Interface nodes are entered in a file in the following format:

INPUT NODES: II 12 13 14 IN
OUTPUT NODES: 01 02 03 04 ON

where,
II-IN
Ol-ON

are input node symbols and
are output node symbols.

Placer

The placer orients layout geometries corresponding to the

standard cell descriptions in the input netlist in a two

dimensional layout area. The p.l ac er uses standard cell

parameters and flattened ne·tlist in the database to generate
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Figure 2.4 Procedure of standard cell placement.

placement information for use by the router and the code

generator.

Figure 2.4 shows the placement strategy. Firstly, standard

cells in the flattened netlist are placed in a single row.
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Width of the cell row as formed by the one dimensional placement
of cells is then used in computing the floor width. �ne

computed floor width approximately corr�sPonds to an aspect
ratio of the floor area, equivalent to 1.0. The next step in

the placement procedure is cell row folding, in which the

placement of cells proceeds from left to right and up to the

upper bound of the floor width. Once the upper bound is

reached, placement of the rest of the cells proceeds from left

to right again, starting from the lower bound and thus forming a

new cell row. This procedure, called cell row folding,
continues for all the cells in the circuit description. The

third step determines the feed throughs. If there are any feed

throughs in the circuit, then the placer places them in the

determined locations. Finally, if supply pad placement is
chosen optionally, then they will be placed in the layout area.

The placer then generates the placement information at its

output.

Router

Routing between the aliased nodes is accomplished by the

router. The router utilizes connectivity information from the

database, cell parameters from the standard cell library,
placement information, and interface information, to produce
routing information. Figure 2.5 shows a flow diagram

corresponding to the routing procedure. Various steps involved

in this procedure are described below.

In the first step; the router sorts channel nets on their
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Figure 2.5 Procedure of routing in a layout.

left edges and merges them in tracks. Track assigrunent proceeds
from top to bottom in each channel. The router ignores any

vertical constraints at this stage. In the second step, nets

corresponding to global routes, if any present in the circuit,

are generated. This is accomplished by assigning a unique node

index to each feed-through and by generating the corresponding
nets in the channels. In the third step, vertical constraints

in channels are identified and if present, the corresponding
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nets are hierarchically ordered to obtain constraint-free

channels. The router then supplies net extensions to any

existing intermediate interface nets (i.e., interface nets whose

nodes cannot be accessed at the first or the last cell rows).
Global supply routing will be done in the final step. The

router then generates routing information as its output.

Code generator

The code generator produces layout code in KIC format [22],
and statistics of the layout. Op1:ionally it also generates

layout code in ABCD format [23], design statistics in 'Tbl'

format [24], and data for channel and track density plots, in

TELL-A-GRAF format [25]. Code generator utilizes placement,

routing and the interface information. It also makes use of

information in the database and the standard cell library to

generate layout code and design statistics.

The sequence of code generation is shown in Figure 2.6. In

the first step, if layout code in ABCD format is not requested,
then by default, the code generator produces layout code in KIC

format. On the other hand, if layout code in ABCD format is

requested, then it will be produced in parallel with the code in

the KIC format. In the second step, the code generator produces
the statistics of the layout design. Finally, it generates

statistics in "Tbl' format (in a file, tstat) and data for

channel and track density plots in TELL-A--GRAF format, if

specified optionally, by the user-
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2.3 Tool Utility

The primary advantage of the developed design tool is that

it permits circuit description in a nonprocedural higher
description language. Further, there exists a set of tools that

support a simulation phase using the same circuit description.
Thus, the same circuit description can be used at various

abstract levels in the design process. Automatic processing of

START

GENERATE KIC
CODE

GENERATE ABCD
CODE

GENERATE
STATISTICS

N

Figure 2.6 Procedure of code generation.

GENERATE
TSTAT

N

GENERATE DATA FOR
DENSITY PLOTS

LAYOUT CODE AND
STATISTICS
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the placement and routing phases allows the designer to

concentrate on other important sys t.em. concepts. The developed
design tool is intended for use in the layout design of VLSI

circuits in either of the technologies: NMOS or CMOS.

2.4 Summary

The design objective is to develop a layout automator that

generates a layout automatically for a given circuit

description. The layout automator utilizes three sources of

information: cell and connectivity information from a database,
cell parameters from a standard cell library and interface

information from interface information-base and automatically
produces layout code in a desired format. The design tool is

developed in three stages : p l.ac ement; I routing and code

generation. The placement stage orients standard cells in the

circuit description in a two dimensional layout area. The

routing stage supplies the interconnections between the nodes of

the oriented cells. The code generation stage generates the

layout code corresponding to the input circuit description in a

specified format, KIC and/or ABCD. It also generates statistics

of the layout design and data for channel and track density
plots. The development of the placement procedure is described

in detail in the next chapter.
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3 • STANDARD CELL PLACEMENT

3.1 Introduction

The intent of placement is to keep objects that are

connected close to each other, so that the wires between them

are short and thus require as Little area as possible. This

objective is achieved in two stages. Initially, an arbitrary
placement is created without regard to quality. It is then

improved in stages, often by rearranging small groups of cells,

until no further improvement can be found. This process can be

repeated as many times as desired: each new placement leads to a

different and perhaps better final placement. However, because

not all the available information can be used during this

process (e.g., exact pin locations that are needed for final

routing) ,

solution.

no initial placement can guarantee an optimal

The placement problem is usually subdivided into an initial

placement and an iterative placement improvement phases. One of

the more simplistic initial placement algorithms is based on

assigning each standard cell to a row. The row assignment
problem emphasizes that highly interconnected components should

reside in the same or adjacent rows.

The placement strategy developed and implemented in the

layout automator is described in this chapter. Initial

placement proceeds in two passes. In the first pass, cells in

the flattened netlist are assigned to cell rows. In the second
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pass, feed-throughs corresponding to the global routes are

inserted in the cell rows. The placement improvement phase is

not incorporated in the developed design tool.

The material in this chapter is divided into four sections,
the first section being the introduction. The second section

describes the method of initial placement. The third section

discusses the insertion of feed-throughs in the cells rows. A

summary of this chapter is presented in the final section.

3.2 Initial Placement

3.2.1 Cell list formation

A netlist contains individual standard cell descriptions,
as well as macros - a higher level, hierarchical description of

a subcircuit. A cell list is formed by processing the netlist.

Standard cell descriptions are output to the cell list with the

cell name and the input terminal count. Macros are initially
flattened to the level of standard cell descriptions and are

then output to the cell list. A cell list thus contains a set

of standard cell names followed by a count of their input
terminals.

3.2.2 Cell row folding

The floor width of a layout is computed such that the

aspect ratio .corresponds approximately to a square shape. Floor

width sets an upper bound on the width of a layout (assuming the

lower bound of width at the origin). The floor width of a
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layout is dependent on the shape of the available floor area.

For example, when the layout of a circuit is to be accommodated

in a standard pad frame of size D [26], providing a working
floor area of 1020 X 1780 square microns, the floor width can be

either 1020 microns or 1780 microns. A proper choice of the

floor width depending on the shape of the available working
floor space, reduces the amount of wasted silicon area. The

developed design tool provides an option to the designer to

specify the floor width. On the other hand, with an option to

compute automatically, the design tool computes the floor width

for a given height of standard cells and for a given channel

spacing estimate. By varying the channel spacing estimate,
various aspect ratios of the floor area can be obtained. Cell

row folding will occur at the upper bound of the floor width,

during placement. Refer to Appendix C for the method of floor

width computation adopted in the design of the layout automator.

3.2.3 List placement

A cell list contains a list of standard cell descriptions.
Each cell is uniquely identified by its name and number of input
terminals. List placement is an initial placement method, in

which cells in the cell list are sequentially processed and are

oriented in the floor area. The detailed procedure of list

placement is shown in a flow diagram in Figure 3.1.

List placement proceeds from left to right. Once the upper

bound of floor width is encountered, cell placement starts from

the origin or left bound of the floor width and thus forming a
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Figure 3.1 Procedure of list placement.
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new cell row. This process continues until all the cells in the

cell list are placed. The cell rows are placed starting from

bottom to top. The process of orienting cells from the lower

bound of floor width upon encountering the upper bound of floor

width, is referred to as cell row folding.

Figure 3.2a shows list placed cells. The direction of

placement of cells proceeds as indicated by arrows in the

channels. Figure 3.2b shows the path of placement advancement

that resembles a raster scan from bottom-to-top. X-orientations

of the nodes within each cell are computed concurrently with the

placement of cells, using the cell's orientation and absolute

orientation of each of the terminals within the cell. The

placer assigns x-orientation to each cell in a cell row at a

distance equal to the current x-value plus the absolute position
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Figure 3.2 Plac.ement of cells in the cell list. (a) List
placed cells. (b) Path of placement advancement.
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of the cell center. Initially, the placer assigns logical y-

orientation for all the cells in a cell row, depending on the

channel spacing estimate provided by the designer. However

after the routing phase, precise y-orientation will be computed
for all the cells in each of the cell rows, depending on the

number of tracks accommodated in each channel. This is shown in

Figure 3.3.

3.3 Feed-Through Insertion

A feed-through is a cell in the standard cell library,
consisting of a single terminal. A feed-through is also

referred to as a pass cell. A global route is formed by

connecting the decomposed nets over the cell rows separating
them. A connection through a cell row is established by

inserting a feed-through in between two cells of the cell row.

( a) (b)

Figure 3.3 Channel spacing between cell rows. (a) Fixed
channel spacing between cell rows before routing
phase. (b) Variable channel spacing between cell
rows after routing phase.
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Feed-throughs are oriented in such a a way that the length
of the trunk in the current channel is minimum. The procedure
of feed-through insertion involves selecting a cell after which

it needs be inserted (Figure 3. 4a) . A cell, whose left or right
boundary of width is nearer to the node belonging to the global
route, is chosen for this purpose. Orientations of all cells in

that cell row to the right of the selected cell, are right
shifted by the width of the feed-through (Figure 3.4b).

Finally, a feed-through is inserted to the right of the selected

cell in the cell row (Figure 3.4c).

Insertion of a feed-through necessitates updating of

certain position dependent parameters, such as: absolute

______@_I�___.

!®.__-------' �I

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.4 Procedure of feed-through insertion. (a) Selection
of cells after which a feed-through must be
inserted. (b) Creation of gaps for feed-through
insertion. (c) Feed-throughs inserted in the gaps.
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orientation of nodes, orientation of cells i and other

parameters, such as: width of the cell row, number of cells in

the cell row, node indices of terminals, and etc. These updates
are discussed at length, in the next chapter. Further, an entry

corresponding to the insertion of each feed-through is made in

the cell list.

3.4 Summary

An initial placement strategy that is developed and

implemented in the layout automator is discussed in this

chapter. Initially, a cell list is formed by flattening the

input netlist in terms of individual cell descriptions. If the

floor width is not provided by the user, then the placer
computes the same for a given channel spacing estimate and for a

given identical height of the standard cells. On the other

hand, the placer accepts the floor width as specified by the

user, that corresponds to a desired aspect ratio. Cells in the

list are then sequentially accessed and oriented in the floor

area, forming multiple cell rows. If there exists any global
routes in the layout of the circuit, then placer inserts feed-

throughs in the determined locations.

phase is not incorporated in the

The placement improvement

placer. This encourages

frequent use of macros in the netlist.

facilitates hierarchical description

Usage of macros not only

of the circuit, but also

helps in their localization in a cell row, or in adjacent cell

rows in the layout. In other words, this results in better

connectivity of circuit components and hence results in smaller
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chip area. The procedure of routing between the terminals of

standard cells is discussed in the next chapter.
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4. ROUTING

4.1 Introduction

Automated routing systems primarily divide the routing of

chips into two steps: global routing and channel routing. The

global routing step selects the sequence of channels .through
which each signal net will be routed to make the desired

connections. The channel routing step assigns physical
locations to the wires in each channel, realizing the signal
routings specified in the global routing step [14], [15] , [30] .

The standard model for channel routing as�umes a grid of

two independent layers of minimum width wiring [32]. Horizontal

tracks are wired in one of these layer�, while vertical columns

are wired in the other layer. Connections between layers are

made with contacts (also referred to as vias).

1�is chapter discusses the m�thods of global routing and

detailed routing that are developed and incorporated in the

layout automator. The material in this chapter is divided into

six sections, the first section being the introduction. The

confinement of nets in the channels is discussed in the second

section. The third section discusses the routing of the nets

separated by one or more cell rows, by node merging and/or by

entering extra nets. The fourth section describes the detailed

routing in the channels. A teChnique of layout compaction by

edge alignment of vias is discussed in the fifth section. The
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final section summarizes the material discussed in this chapter.

4.2 Global �outing

4.2.1 Formation of node symbol table

An I/O port of a standard cell is referred to as a node. A

node symbol is the name used to express an input or output port

in the circuit description. A flattened net list contains node

symbols as expressed in the circuit description. Further, it

may contain a list of automatically assigned node symbols while

expanding the repeat constructs of the description language. A

node symbol table is then formed by sequentially outputting the

node symbols as they are encountered in the flattened net list

with an exception that the node symbols corresponding to input
terminals are output to the table first and then the node symbol

corresponding to the output terminal is entered in the table.

The output data is configured in this fashion, assuming that the

output terminals of all the standard cells occur at the right
most position with respect to the input terminals. Thus, the

data structure of a node table can be expressed as:

Node symbols

II 12 13 IN o I

where,

I I, 12, ... IN
o

are the input node symbols and
is the output node symbol.
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4.2.2 Node index assignment

A particular node symbol in a symbol table may contain zero
../

or more aliases, depending on the number of nodes to which it is

connected. To identify an alias from its parent node, it is

necessary to assign a unique index to each node symbol in the

symbol table. This is accomplished by assigning integer numbers

in an ascending order, to each node symbol as it is encountered
in the symbol table. Nets are realized in terms of these node

indices. Index assignment in a simple node symbol table is

shown below:

Node symbols

I II I 12 01 13 14 12 02 . .. I
Node indices

I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . .. I

4.2.3 Net fonnation

A connection between two or more nodes is called a net. A

net is formed by selecting a particular node and then searching
for all its aliases. All the node indices of an alias are

entered as a net. A net may connect terminals within a specific
cell or terminals across several cells. The data structure of a

net is shown below.

Net 1: Nodel AIl.asl AIl.as2 AIl.as3 . .. I AIl.asN I

where,

Nodel
Alias[l-N]

Node index of a node in the symbol table and
Node indices of nodes, aliased as nodel.
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A parent node with no aliases corresponds to an unconnected
node.

The formation of a net corresponding to an alias of node

symbol, II a" is shown below.

Node symbols: a I b I c d a I e f g a h

Node indices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I

Net (a) : I 1 5 9

4.2.4 Net decomposition

Folding of cell rows results in the decomposition of nets

connecting cells in more than one cell row and their confinement
in channels. A node belonging to a net in a specific channel

has a channel index and a net index - in combination of which it

is uniquely identified. Channel confinement of nets may result

in broken connections over several channels and may require
additional nets to complete the connections. Two typical cases

of net decomposition are illustrated here.

Case (i): Figure 4.1a shows a net connecting terminals of the
cell row, before cell row folding. This net is
decomposed and confined in adjacent channels (Figure4.1b) after the cell row folding. Connection betweenthe decomposed nets is established by entering the
last node of net 1 in net 2. The decomposed nets are
connected by supplying a horizontal metal wire, a
vertical poly wire and a via at the node, entered in
net 2. The extra wires needed to complete the
connection are shown dashed.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1 Figure 4.1 Connection of the decomposed nets. (a)
A net connecting terminals in the one dimensional
placement of cells. (b) Additional routes
required to connect the decomposed nets.

� • •
I
,

i ! ! jI

( a) (b)

Figure 4.2 Figure 4.2 Connection of the decomposed nets bynode merging. (a) A net connecting terminals in the
one dimensional placement of cells. (b) Node
merging to complete the connection between the
decomposed nets.

Case (ii): Figure 4.2a shows a net connecting terminals in the
cell row as formed by the one dimensional placementof cells. This net is decomposed into two nets: net
1 and net 2 (Figure 4.2b). These two channel
confined nets are connected by entering the last node
of net 1 in net 2 and supplying a via corresponding
to the node and a vertical poly wire, as shown
dashed. Since the node entered in net 2 falls in
between the nodes of net 1, there is no need of an
extra metal wire, as required in the previous case.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3 Types of nets.
net.

(a) A linear net. (b) A bilinear

The data structure of nodes that belong to unassigped nets,
is shown below:

I Channel index I Net index Node index I
4.3 Connection of Decomposed Nets

4.3.1 Net selection

A route that restores the connection between the decomposed
nets that are separated by one or more cell rows is referred

here, as a global route. Before proceeding any further,
definitions of two types of nets are given below:

A net is called linear if each of its nodes corresponds toterminals on cells placed within one cell row (Figure4. 3a) .

A net is called bilinear if each of its nodes correspondsto terminals on cells placed within one of two adjacentcell rows (Figure 4. 3b) .

Various steps involved in the assignment of global routes

are discussed below.

First, decomposed nets in various channels that require
global routes are identified. Two cases of a decomposed net

requiring a global route are discussed here.

�--�-�------ - -----
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Figure 4.4 Formation of global routes. (a) A globalformed by a linear net and a bilinear net.
global route formed by the decomposition of
terminal net.

route

(b) A
a two

Case (i): Two linear or bilinear nets separated by one or more
cell rows. This is shown in Figure 4.4a.

Case (ii): A two terminal net, in which each terminal is
separated by one or more intermediate cell rows, as
shown in Figure 4.4b.

In both these cases, additional nets are required to

complete the connections between the decomposed nets. All

decomposed nets in every channel are processed, and nets

requiring global routes are selected for further processing.

4.3.2 Node assignment to feed-throughs

A node index is assigned to a feed-through in a cell row,

in order to enter any nets connecting the feed-through, or merge

the node of the feed-through with the nodes of the decomposed
net. A node index, equivalent to the node index of the output
terminal of the first cell to the left of the feed-through,
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incremented by one, is assigned to the feed-through. For

example, if a feed-through is to be inserted after a cell whose

output terminal's index is, say 78, then an index of 79 will be

assigned to the feed-through. An index is assigned to a feed-

through only after updating every parameter that would have been

affected by the assignment. This parameter updating is

discussed in the next section.

4.3.3 Parameter updating

Insertion of a feed-through in the current cell row

necessitates updating of position dependent parameters and

parameters whose sequence would have been disturbed by the index
of the feed-through. For example, if a node index of, say 79,
has been assigned to a feed-through, then all the attributes of

the original node, with index 79 have to be updated prior to

assigning the feed-through index. The following parameters are

updated with the insertion of a feed-through.

The total number nodes is incremented by one.

The total number of terminals and the total number of cellsin the current cell row are incremented by one.

X-orientations of all the terminals to the right of the
feed-through in the current cell row are incremented by thewidth of the feed-through.
For all the cells in the current cell row to the right ofthe feed-through, x-orientations are incremented by thewidth of the feed-through.
Node indices of all the terminals to the
feed-through are incremented by one,
orientations are also updated accordingly.

right of the
and their x-
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The total number of nets in
inserted to connect the
one.

a channel where a net is
feed-through, is incremented by

At the end of the updates, node index and x-orientation of

the feed-through are entered.

4.3.4 Node merging

To illustrate the merging of a feed-through node with the

nodes of a decomposed net, assume that a net is decomposed into

two linear nets, and that the decomposed nets are confined in

adjacent channels. The bottom net is referred to as the start

net and the top net is referred to as the terminal net (Figure

4.5) . A connection between the two decomposed nets is now

established by entering the node index of the feed-through in

both the start net and the terminal net. The connect�on path

thus obtained, is a minimum spanning Steiner tree [27]. The

node merging of a feed-through with the start net or with the

terminal net avoids the need of extra nets to establish a

connection between the feed-through and the start net and/or the

terminal net.

TERMINAL �"".i-----"'_�
NET I

I I

i
I

• T
START

_

NET

Figure 4.5 An example of a start net and a terminal net.
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4.3.5 Net entry

A node merge may not be possible in case either the start

net, or the terminal net, or both has a single node (Figure
4.6). In such a case, a net need be entered in the channel

connecting the feed-through node and either the nodes of the

start net or the terminal net. Also, in case where the

decomposed nets are separated by more than one cell row, then

feed-throughs in the cell rows in between the start cell row and

the terminal cell row are interconnected by entering two-

terminal nets. An entry of a two terminal net implies parameter

updating for once more, as for example, the total number of nets

in the channel is incremented by one. Global routes are thus

implemented by configuring intermediate nodes using feed-

throughs, and interconnections between the feed-throughs and the

decomposed nets by entering additional nets in the channels.

4.4 Channel Routing

4.4.1 Constraint bounds

A constraint is a technology rule violation that results

I

�-.-: ......:..'---"
�..

,

Figure 4.6 A two terminal global route.
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when the width of a layer or the spacing between two layers is

less than the minimum, as set by the technology rules. A

constraint is also referred to as a conflict. A constraint

bound is the minimum spacing between two layers of the same or

different layer types, specific to a technology. A net is said

to be constrained, if one or more of its nodes are constrained

by one or more nodes of other nets. In case of nodes at

constant pitch, constraint bounds on the left side as well as on

the right sides are the same for all the nodes with centered

{unaligned} vias. This is depicted in Figure 4.7. However,

nodes at variable terminal pitch, with the vias aligned at their

left or right edges, results in a variety of constraint bounds

on the left and on the right sides, as will be discussed in a

later section. The constraint bounds are essential in

determining the hierarchical order in which the channel confined

nets must appear, in order to produce a constraint free channel.

I
•

,
•
I
,
,
,

,._....l

I
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,
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t t
LEFT
BOUND

RIGHT
BOUND

Figure 4.7 Constraint bounds of a node.
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Figure 4.8 Nets sorted on their left edge and assigned totracks.

4.4.2 Constrained net entry

Each node of a net is checked against its constraint bounds

with the nodes of other nets. Nets, whose nodes violate the

constraint bounds of the nodes of a particular net are listed as

constrained nets with respect to that particular net. The

constrained nets are then ordered to appear either above or

below the particular net, to result in no conflicts. Each

constrained net may in turn have sets of constrained nets with

respect to itself. This necessitates hierarchical ordering of

the nets, one above the other, to eliminate node conflicts and

thus yield a constraint free channel. The procedure of

hierarchical ordering of the nets in a channel is discussed in

the next section.

4.4.3 Formation of net packets

Initially, the nets in each channel are ordered on their
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Figure 4.9 A typical case of node conflicts. (a) Conflicted
nodes. (b) Nets ordered to eliminate conflicts.

x-orientations in an ascending order and are assigned to tracks,

starting from top to bottom, each track accommodating a net.

This is shown in Figure 4.8. Nets are now processed from top to

bottom. The node bounds of the top net are compared with the

bounds of nodes in each bottom net for any conflicts.

Figure 4.9a shows a typical case of node conflicts. The

nodes node I, node 2, and node 3 belong to the nets - net I,

net 2, and net 3. The constraint bounds of the nodes are shown

by vertical lines. It can be noticed from the figure that there

exists a spacing rule violation between the layers of node 2 and

node 1. The conflict between the nodes: node 1 and node 2, can

be eliminated by moving net 2 below net 1. Also, net 3 must be

below net I, to avoid a conflict. Thus, a conflict free

solution is obtained in this case, by ordering net 1 at the top

and, net 2 and net 3 at the bottom of net 1 (Figure 4.9b).

The constraints between different nets in a channel can be

represented using a vertical constraint graph (VCG). Each node

in a constraint graph corresponds to a net in the channel and

each directed edge between two nodes represents the order in
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which the nets must appear. For example, an arrow pointing to

node 2 (net 2) from node 1 (net 1) impl ies that node 1 (net 1)
must appear above node 2 (net 2) in order to avoid the possible
conflict. An arrow from a node at the bottom pointing to a node
at the top in a constraint graph indicates that the constraint
between the two nodes (nets) has yet to be resolved. On the

other hand, a constraint graph in which all the arrows originate
from the nodes at the top, pointing to the nodes at the bottom,
indicates the case of resolved constraints.

If the node orientation of a bottom net conflicts with the

node bounds of a top net, then the bottom net is checked -

whether to appear above or below the current net and is entered

accordingly. If the bottom net is to appear above (below) the

current net, then the index of the bottom net will be entered to

the left (right) of the current net. The next top net is then

checked similarly against all the bottom nets. This procedure
is repeated for all the bottom nets. At the end of the process,
several nets may have sets of nets that are to appear above

and/or below each net. The data structure corresponding to one

such net is represented as below:

Current net:

Nets to appear above
the current net

Current net Nets to appear below
the current net

The formation of a net packet is illustrated here. Figure
4.l0a shows four nets conflicting with one another. A

corresponding vertical constraint graph (VCG) is shown in Figure
4.10b. To eliminate the conflicts, nets have to be arranged in

the following order. Net 1 must be below net 2 and above net 3.

Net 2 must be above net 4. Net 3 must be below net 4. These
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Figure 4.10 Ordering of nets. (a) A case of conflicting nets.
(b) Vertical constraint graph of the conflicting
nets. (c) Nets ordered to eliminate conflicts.
(d) Vertical constraint graph of the ordered nets.

nets in the determined order are shown in Figure 4.10c and

corresponding vertical constraint graph is shown in Figure
4.10d. The net packet formed by the nets in the determined

order is shown below.

Net packet: 1_2_1..__4___.__l-,1,--3_1

4.4.4 Hierarchical ordering of constrained nets

The nets to appear above or below the current net within a

net packet may in turn have a set of conflicting nets that are

to appear above or below them. This necessitates a procedure
for hierarchically ordering the nets, the final order of Which

shall result in a conflict free channel. Hierarchical ordering
of nets is achieved by merging the net packets. The procedure
of merging of packets is depicted in a flow diagram, in Figure
4.11.
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N

CURRENT SEARCH PACKET
=

NEXT SEARCH PACKET
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=
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N

MERGE NETS TO THE RIGHT
OF THE CURRENT NET IN

BOTH THE PACKETS

N

REMOVE DUPLICATES IN THE
CURRENT NET PACKET

Figure 4.11 Procedure of hierarchical net merging.

DELETE CURRENT
SEARCH PACKET

CURRENT NET
=

FIRST NET IN THE
CURRENT PACKET

-----------.��-.-.-
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Initially, a net in the current packet is selected and rest

of the packets are searched for the occurrence of the current

net. A packet containing the current net is selected for

merging. This selected packet is called search packet and the

nets in the search packet are referred to as search nets. The

merging of two net packets, on a common current net primarily
consists of three steps as described below:

1. Merge the nets to the left of the current common net in
both the packets. Remove any resultant net duplicates in
the current packet.

2. If there exists a common net in the nets to the right of
the current net, then merge the nets on the common net.
Remove any resultant net duplicates.

3. Delete the net packet other than the current net
Initialize current net to the first net in the
packet. Search for further common nets in the rest
packets.

packet.
current
of the

A typical case of packet merging is illustrated here. Four

packets of constrained nets are considered for merging. At the

end of the merging procedure, all the four packets are merged

into a single packet of ordered nets. There are a total of

eleven different nets in all the four packets. Figure 4. l2a

shows the constrained nets before their ordering. A

corresponding vertical constraint graph (VCG) is shown in Figure
4.l2b.

The constrained nets in the net packets are listed below:

Packet 1: I 8 9 1 17

------------------
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Figure 4.12 An example to illustrate net packet merging. (a)

Conflicting nets. (b) Vertical
constraint graph of

the conflicting nets.

Packet 4: 6 11 I 4 14 I 19 I

Packet 8: 9 8 13

Packet 11 13 I 11 I 12 14 19 I

Nets in the four packets are ordered in the following

steps.

1. Packets 4, 8 and 11 are searched for a common net

corresponding to each net in packet 1. Since net 8 is

common to both the packets: 1 and 8, they are merged on the
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common net. The merged packet is shown below:

Packet 1: I 9 I 8 13 9 1 I 17 I

It can be noticed that a duplicate of net 9 is entered in

the packet, as a result of merging. The first duplicate in

packet 1 is removed, since the order of the second duplicate
corresponding to the packet 8 must be retained. Thus packet
1 now has the following nets:

Packet 1: 9 8 13 1 17

Packet 8 is then deleted from the list of packets.

2. The packets: 4 and 11, are again checked for a common net

corresponding to a net in packet 1. Net 13 is common to

both the packets 1 and 11, that are now merged, forming:

Packet 1: 9 8 13 1 17 11 12 14 19

Packet 11 is deleted from the list of packets, leaving
packets: 1 and 4, as listed below:

Packet 1: 9 8 13 1 17 11 12 14 19 I

Packet 4: 6 11 4 14 19 I

3. Packet 4 is now searched for a common net corresponding to

packet 1. Net 11 is common to both the packets. It can be

noticed that nets after the net 11 in both the packets have

two more common nets: 14 and 19. These packets are

successively merged on each common net. The resul ting
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packet is shown below:

Packet 1:

I 9 I 8 13 1 17 6 I 11 12 4 14 19 I

Packet 4 is deleted from the list of net packets, leaving
packet 1.

Nets as ordered in packet 1 result in no conflicts when each

net in the packet is outpu·t from left to right. Nets are

accommodated in tracks from top to bottom in a channel.

Figure 4.13a shows the nets according to the order as

obtained at the end of the merging procedure. Figure 4. l3b

shows a corresponding vertical constraint graph.

At the end of the merging procedure,

hierarchically ordered net packets will be formed.

a set of

Each ordered

net packet has conflicting nets. However, there exists no

conflicts among the nets of different net packets, or between

the ordered net packets and the nets other than those in the

ordered net packets. A single constrained net list will then be

formed by catenating all the ordered packets. Nets in a channel

are now grouped into two lists: a list of constrained nets and a

list of unconstrained nets. Nets in these lists are then

assigned to tracks and then merged to obtain a constraint free

channel with minimum area. The merging of nets in tracks is

discussed in the following section.

------ ---�-
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Figure 4.13 Nets at the end of the hierarchical merge. (a)
Ordered nets. (b) The vertical constraint graph of
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4.4.5 Logical net assignment

The object of logical net assignment is to assign nets in

the constrained net list and in the unconstrained net list to

minimum.

tracks, such that the total number of tracks in each channel is

The procedure developed here results in effective

utilization of tracks, by assigning nets to the empty space

available to the left and to the right sides of an assigned net.

Initially, the first net in the constrained net packet

belonging

I
I

L_� �._

to a channel is assigned to the first track of that
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channel. If the track is empty to the left and the right sides

of the assigned net, then, nets in the other sorted packets as

well as unassigned nets, are considered for possible assignment
in the empty space. If a net fits to the left or to the right
sides of the constrained net in a track, then it is assigned to

the empty space. The assigned net is deleted from either the

constrained list or from the unconstrained list, depending on to

which list it belongs. The next net in the constrained list is
then assigned to the next track and the rest of the nets are

once more considered for possible merging in the empty space
left in the current track. Similar procedure is repeated for

all the nets in the constrained net list.

At the end of the assignment of nets in the constrained net

list in a channel, net assignment is done for all the unassigned
nets in the unconstrained net list to tracks. This is done in a

similar procedure as described above. An unassigned net from

the unconstrained net list is assigned to the next track and all

other unassigned nets are considered for possible assignment to
the left and to the right sides of the assigned net. Assigned
nets are then deleted from the unconstrained net list. This

procedure is continued for all the nets in the unconstrained net

list.

Figure 4.14 shows net merg ing in a track . Initially, a net

from the top of the constrained net list, say net 4, is assigned
to the "track. In the second step, two nets, say net 7 and net

11 are merged in the empty space available to the left of the
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TRACK 2

Figure 4.14 Net merging in a track.

current track. In the third step, net 14 is merged in the empty

space to the right of the assigned net. In the final step,
while there exists no more nets that can fit in the remaining
empty space in the current track, a fresh track is opened for

assigning the remaining nets.

4.5 Layout Compaction

4.5.1 Horizontal compaction of standard cells

The concept of edge alignment of contacts in the routing
region as a means of layout compaction in automatic layout

generators, is relatively recent one. In [28J, Deutsch had

shown the alignment of contacts at their top and bottom edges as

a means of vertical compaction of channel routing. A procedure
has been developed here, for horizontal compaction of a layout
and has been implemented in the developed design tool.

The horizontal compaction of a layout implies compaction of

individual cells comprising the cell row and compaction of the
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Figure 4.15 The terminal pitch. (a) In the conventional
method. (b) In the developed method.

channel routings. The horizontal compaction of a cell can be

accomplished by reducing the pitch of the terminals. The

terminal pitch is constrained to a fixed minimum, depending on

the separation constraint of contacts used for connecting two

adjacent terminals. In a normal case (Figure 4.l5a), this is

the separation between two adjacent terminals with centered

(unaligned) contacts, having no conflicts. A reduction in the

terminal pitch can however be achieved by edge aligning the

contacts in the routing region such that the separation
constraint between the two adjacent contacts and that between a

contact and a vertical connecting wire are satisfied. This case

is depicted in Figure 4.l5b. It can be noticed that this pitch
is one lambda (assuming NMOS technology rules: 3 lambda

separation between adjacent contacts, 2 lambda separation
between a contact and a vertical poly and 4 X 4 square lambda of
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Figure 4.16 The terminal pitch in feed-throughs. (a) In the
conventional method. (b) In the developed method.

contact size) less than the normal pitch. Terminals of all the

library cells are now set at this reduced pitch and cells are

compacted in width, wherever the internal cell geometries permit
the change. These cells are then used in the layout generation.

4.5.2 Compaction of feed-through cell

In the Standard Cells approach, feed-throughs are used to

make connections that span more than one cell row. Figure 4.16a

shows two normal feed throughs stacked sideways. The pitch of

the connections within the pass cells can be reduced by edge-

aligning the contacts connecting the pass cells. A saving of

two lambda in the width of the pass cell stack is achieved by

setting the terminals within the pass cells at the new terminal

pitch. This is shown in Figure 4.16b.
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Figure 4.17 Net length in a three terminal net. (a) In the
conventional method. (b) In the developed method.

4.5.3 Compaction of routings

A net may have a start node at left and/or a terminal node

at right and zero or more intermediate nodes in between. A net

with a start node, an intermediate node and a terminal node is

shown in Figure 4.l7a. The contacts of these nodes are centered

with respect to the vertical connecting wires, as in a normal

case. Figure 4.17b shows the same net with the contact of the

start node aligned at the left edge of the vertical wire and the

contact of the terminal node aligned at the right edge of the

--------------- --
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vertical wire. It can be noticed that this alignment of

contacts results in two lambda reduction in the effective length
of the normal net.

4.5.4 L/R Edge alignment

�le procedure of library cell compaction is described

below.

For each pair of consecutive interface terminals within a

library cell, if the minimum terminal separation is constrained

by two horizontally adjacent contacts, then the separation
between the terminals is updated to a new minimum, by

considering the edge alignment of contacts and considering the

separation between a contact and an adjacent vertical wire.

Since the compaction of a cell is dependent on the internal

g eome tr ie s of the cell, reduction in terminal pitch may not be

possible in all the cells of the cell library. However cell

geometries are compacted horizontally, wherever possible, after
the refinement of the terminal pitch .

Now, consider the channel routes. Steps involved in the

horizontal compaction of the routes are listed below:

For each node in a channel-bounded net,

If start node, then align the left edge of the contact with
the left edge of the vertical wire (Figure 4.18a).

Else if terminal node, then align the right edge of the
contact with the right edge of the vertical wire (Figure4.18c).
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Figure 4.18 Edge alignment of vias. (a) A via aligned at its
left edge with respect to the vertical wire. (b) A
via centered with respect to the vertical wire.
(c) A via aligned at its right edge with respect tothe vertical wire.

oo D
( a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.19 Typical cases of contact alignments.
Else center the contact with respect to the vertical wire
(i.e. an intermediate node, Figure 4.l8b).

4.5.5 Vertical constraints

Edge alignment of contacts at the left and the right edges
results in a variety of constraint bounds. Figure 4.19 shows a
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combination of the contact alignments with respect to the

vertical wires. Each of the combinations shows a connection to

a bottom connecting node in between the connections to two top

connecting nodes. Constraint bounds of any two nodes are

determined depending on the node types - whether a start node, a

terminal node, or an intermediate node.

4.5.6 Layout generation

All cells in the cell library will be refined, wherever

possible, using the reduced value of the terminal pitch. The

layout is then generated using the refined cell library. New

and reduced value of the upper bound is obtained for the floor

width. Effective area savings in the layout is then equal to

floor height times the difference between the floor widths of

the normal and the new layouts. In the worst case, where cells

in the layout correspond to the uncompacted cells of the cell

library, there will be no area savings.

4.6 Summary

The routing method, as developed and implemented in the

layout automator is described in this chapter. The routing

problem is divided into two stages: global routing and channel

routing. The global routing is accomplished in two passes. In

the first pass, the decomposed nets are confined in channels.

In the second pass, global routes in the circuit layout are

identified and the connections are completed by inserting feed

throughs in the cell rows and by entering the corresponding nets
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in the channels.

In the second stage, channel routing is developed in

several steps. Initially, the constrained nets in the channels

are identified. The constrained nets are then processed and a

set of constrained net packets are formed. These packets are

then merged to obtain a hierarchically ordered constrained net

list. Nets in the constrained net list are then logically
assigned to tracks and merged with the unassigned nets. At the

end, constraint free channels with minimum area are obtained.

Finally, a method of horizontal compaction, as developed
and implemented in the design tool is described. Initially, the

terminal pitch of all the cells in the standard cell library is

refined. The cell geometries of each standard cell are then

horizontally compacted. A compacted layout is then obtained by
using the refined standard cell library and by edge aligning the

vias in the channel routing. The code generation corresponding
to the layout primitives is discussed in the next chapter.
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5. LAYOUT CODE GENERATION

5.1 Introduction

The code generator uses the placement information as

generated by the placer and the routing information as generated
by the router, to produce code corresponding to the layout
primitives in a desired format: KIC or ABCD. Besides, it

generates code corresponding to labeling the interface nodes,

layout design statistics, and data for density plots.

This chapter discusses the generation of code corresponding
to the layout primitives. The material is divided into six

sections, the first section being the introduction. The second

section discusses the generation of code corresponding to the

placement of standard cells. The code generation of the routing
in the layout is discussed in the third section. The generation
of code for labeling the interface terminals is discussed in the

fourth section. The fifth section describes the data generation
for density plots and layout design statistics. A summary of

the material in this chapter is presented in the final section.

5.2 Placement Code

The cell list contains a list of standard cells that are to

be placed in cell rows. The x-orientations of all the cells in

the cell list are computed at the end of the initial placement.
All the cells within a cell row have the same y-orientation.
The y-orientation of each cell row above the first cell row, is

computed depending on the number of tracks in the channel below
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that cell row. The y-coordinate of the first cell row is equal
to half the height of a standard cell. Thus the lower left
corner of the first cell row will be at the origin. The y-
orientation of an Nth cell row is computed as shown below:

N-l
= _H�(2_�_-_l�) + �[TCM

M= 1

(LC+SC) + SC]

where,

YN y-coordinate of the Nth cell row

H height of a standard cell.

TCM number of tracks in the Mth channel

LC length of a contact

SC spacing between two vertically adjacent contacts.

Once the x and the y-orientations of the standard cells in
the cell list are computed, then the code corresponding to the

instantiation of these cells is generated in two formats: KIC
and ABCD. The code corresponding to the instantiation of a cell
in the KIC format is shown below:

9 Name : I

I C 0 T x y

where,

9 index of a symbol
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Name name of the parent cell with the extension '. k '

delimiter

C 0 indicates calling a symbol

T indicates transformation of the instance

x x-orientation of the instance

Y y-orientation of the instance.

The code corresponding to the instantiation of a cell, in

the ABCD format is as follows:

I instance Name 11 = (X,y)

where,

instance indicates the start of an instance primitive

Name name of the parent cell with the extension, '.ab'

11=(X,Y) indicates the lower left coordinates

instance at (X,y).

of the

The generation of code corresponding to the routing in the

layout is described in the following section.

5.3 Routing Code

5.3.1 Channel routing code

Routing code is the layout code of the channel routing and
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the interface routing. The routing primitives are: a wire and a

contact. Each net in a channel is output as a steiner tree. A

net in a channel with N nodes will have N contacts, connected by.· ....

N-l horizontal metal wires and N vertical poly wires. The x

orientation of a node being computed at the stage of the global
routing, the y-orientation of each node in a net is computed
depending on the track and the channel to which it is assigned.
Each net and hence the nodes within a track will have the same

y-orientation. Each node of a net that is assigned to a track,
has the following data structure.

I Channel index I Track index Net index Node index I

The orientation of a track is computed relative to the y

orientation of the top cell row in the current channel. Since
the contacts and horizontal wires of a net are accommodated in a

track, the y-orientation of the contacts and the horizontal
wires is the same as that of the track. The layout code of the

channel routing is generated by using the routing primitives: a

vertical poly wire, a contact and a horizontal metal wire. The

computations involved in determining the orientations, the width

and the length of the routing primitives, and the formats of the

output code, are discussed below.

Vertical poly wires

The connection between a terminal in a cell and a contact

in a track is formed by a vertical poly wire. The x-orientation
of the vertical wire is the same as the x-orientation of the
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Figure 5.1 Vertical poly connections. (a) A connection betweena terminal at the top and a contact at the bottom.(b) A connection between a terminal at the bottomand a contact at the top.

terminal. Figure 5.1 shows a vertical poly connection between a

terminal and a contact.

The length of the wires is computed as below:

Lt = Y - Ytr -
(H+S)

ort c 2

In = Ytr - Yc (H+S)
2

where,

L ·_� __ -
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Lt length of the terminal connecting the terminal of a cell at

the top and a via at the bottom

Ie length of the terminal connecting a node at the bottom and

a via at the top

Yc y-orientation of the cell row

Ytr y-orientation of the track accommodating the contact

H height of a standard cell

S length of a contact.

The y-orientation of the vertical wires is computed as

below:

Yt Ytr +
S

+
Lt

=

"2 2""

Yb Ytr
S Lb

= -

"2
-

2

where,

Yt y-orientation of the vertical wire connecting the terminal

of a cell at the top and a contact at the bottom

Yb y-orientation of the vertical wire connecting the terminal

of a cell at the bottom and a contact at the top

The length, x and y orientations of the vertical wire being
computed as described, the code corresponding to the routing
primitive in the KIC format is output as shown below:
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L CP

B w L x Y .

I

where,

L indicates a technology layer

CP indicates that the wire be fabricated in CMOS poly (NP in

case of NMOS poly)

delimiter

B indicates a box representing the vertical wire

W width of the wire

L length of the wire

X x-orientation of the wire

Y y-orientation of the wire.

The layout code of a vertical wire in the ABCD format is

output in the following format:

wire poly (X,Yl) (X,Y2)

where,

wire indicates a wire primitive

poly indicates the wire is of poly layer
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X x-orientation of the terminal

Yl y-coordinate at the bottom of the vertical wire

Y2 y-coordinate at the top of the vertical wire.

Contacts

A contact is used to connect two different layers.
Contacts in the channel routing connect poly wires with metal

wires. The orientation of a contact is dependent on the

orientation of the track in which it is accommodated and on the

type of the node alignment. The y-orientation of all the nodes

in a track is the same as that of the track. The x-orientation

of a centered contact is the same as that of the connecting
terminal. Figure 5.2 shows x-orientations of the aligned
contacts.

o

w
-_E.

2

D

Figure 5.2 X-orientations of the aligned contacts.

---------------
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The x-orientation of a left edge aligned con-tact and a

right edge aligned contact are computed as shown below:

w W

Xl Xt +
c _E=

2- 2

Wc W

Xr = Xt -

"2 + _E
2

where,

Xl x-orientation of the left edge aligned contact

Xr x-orientation of the right edge aligned contact

Xt x-orientation of the connecting terminal

W width of a contactc

W width of the poly layer.p

Initially, a contact is created at the origin, and is saved

as a separate cell. The code corresponding to the instantiation

of this cell is then output, as the layout code of the contacts.

The layout code of contacts in the KIC format is the same as the

format of the instantiation code of the cells. The layout code

of a contact in the ABCD format is shown below:

I contact auto (X, Y)

where,

contact indicates a contact
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auto indicates auto mode

x x-orientation of the contact

y y-orientation of the contact.

Horizontal metal wires

The contacts in a track are connected by horizontal metal

wires. The y-orientation of the metal wire is the same as that

of the track accommodating it. The width and the x-orientation

of a metal wire depends on the alignment type of the two

contacts connected by it. Figure 5.3 shows the orientations of

the horizontal metal wires in between the aligned contacts.

The width of the metal wire and its x-orientation in

various cases, are computed as shown below:

3W W

Wlc = W = (Xr - Xl) (__
c 1)cr 2 2

W Wlc
Xlc X

c
= -

2"- -2-r

W W
X Xl +

c
+

cr
=

2" -2-cr

W = X - X W
cc r I c

W \'1
X Xl +

c
+

cc
=

2" -2-cc

(2W - W )
c p
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Figure 5.3 X-orientations of the metal wires. (a) Width of themetal wires in between a left edge alignedcentered - centered - right edge aligned contacts.(b) Width of the metal wire in between a left edgealigned and a right edge aligned contacts.

where,

W
cr

X
cr

width of the metal wire connecting
contact and a centered contact

left edge aligneda

x-orientation of the metal wire connectingaligned contact and a centered contact
left edgea

width of the metal wire connecting a centered contact and aright edge aligned contact.

x-orientation of the metal wire connectingcontact and a right edge aligned contact.
a centered
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W width of the metal wire connecting two centered contactscc

x-orientation of the metal
contacts

wire connecting two centered

width of the metal wire connecting a left
contact and a right edge aligned contact.

edge aligned

x-orientation of the metal wire connecting a leftaligned contact and a right edge aligned contact.
edge

W width of a contactc

W width of a poly wire.p

The format of the layout code of a metal wire in KIC format
is the same as that of a poly wire, except for the poly layer,
that will be fabricated in metal. The layout code of a metal

wire in the ABCD format is shown below:

wire metal (XI,Y) ( X2, Y)

where,

wire indicates a wire primitive
metal indicates the wire be fabricated in metal layer
Xl x-coordinate at the left boundary of the horizontal wire
X2 x-coordinate at the right boundary of the horizontal wire
Y y-orientation of the metal wire.

5.3.2 Interface routing code

The interface nodes in between the first cell row and the

last cell row are accessed at the left and the right boundaries
of the channels using horizontal wires, referred to as interface

connectors. These nodes at the channel boundaries are later

connected manually to either pads or to interface connections of
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another layout in the same floor of the chip. An interface

connection consists of a metal wire, a poly wire and two

contacts. The two contacts and the poly wire are used to cross

over the vertical global supply connection. A node accessed at

the left boundary of the channel is referred to as a left

extension and that at the right boundary is referred to as a

right extension.

The procedure of forming an interface connection is a two

step process. In the first step, the space to the left or to

the right of the interface node, whichever is smaller within the

channel bounds, is reserved for interface connection. No nets

are considered for merging in this space. In the second step,
the layout code of the interface connections is output. The

orientations and widths of the interface connection primitives
are computed relative to the channel boundaries and the node

orientations. Figure 5.4 shows the widths and orientations of

the interface connections.

The computations involved in determining the widths and the

orientations of the interface connection primitives are shown

below:

Left extension

w
w = Xt - -f- (flrx_min + m2m + Wc)m

W W

Xt
p m

Xm = -

2""
-

2""
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Figure 5.4 Interface connection (a) Widths and orientations of
the primitives of a left extension. (b) Widths and
orientations of the primitives of a right extension.
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Xcl = Xt - f - Wm -

�
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X
2

= X - 2*m2m - Wc - metal widc cl

Right extension

W
W = (flrx max - m2m - Wc) - (Xt + 1)m 2

W W
X Xt + 1 +

m
=

""2m 2

W
c= flrx max + metal wid + m2m + �

W

XC2 = flrx_max - m2m - 2c
poly_wid - XcI - Xc2 - Wc

where,

x-orientation of the interface terminal

W
m

width of the metal wire

flrx min left bound of the floor, and hence that of the

channel

flrx max right bound of the floor, and hence that of the

channel

X x-orientation of the metal wirem

XCI x-orientation of the contact on the right of the

global supply route
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x-orientation of the contact on the left of the

global supply route

m2m minimum spacing between two metal layers

poly_wid width of the horizontal poly wire

metal wid minimum width of the metal layer.

The y-orientations of all the connection primitives are the

same as that of the track accommodating the interface node. At

the end of the above computations, the layout code of the left

and the right extensions of the interface nodes is output in a

desired format.

5.3.3 Global supply routing

The supply connections in each cell row are interconnected

to form global supply connections. The width, the length and

the orientations of the global supply routes are computed
relative to the boundaries of the cell rows and the channels. A

global supply connection consists of horizontal metal wires

extending from the supply connection of each cell row and a

vertical metal wire connecting all these horizontal metal wires.

The computations involved in determining the widths, the lengths
and the orientations of global GND (ground) connections and

global Vdd (or VSS in CMOS technology) are shown below:

GND connections
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w = flrx max ... rowx maxm

W
X rowx +

m= max "2

L = flry + m2m ht
-

"2m

L
y

m
=

"2v

X flrx +
metal len= max

v 2

Vdd connections

w = rowx min - flrx minm

W
X min m= rowx -

2"

Lm flry + m2m ht=
-

"2

X flrx min metal len=

v 2

L
Y

m
ht m2m=

"2 + -

v

where,

rowx max x-coordinate of the right boundary of the current cell

row

length of the vertical metal wire

X x-orientation of the horizontal metal wire

x-orientation of the vertical metal wire
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y-orinetation of the vertical metal wire

flry length of the floor

W width of the horizontal metal wire connecting them

supply run at each cell row

ht height of a standard cell.

The y-orientation of a horizontal metal wire at any cell

row is computed relative to the y-orientation of that cell row.

The layout code of the global supply connections is then output
in the desired format.

5.4 Interface Labeling

The interface terminals in the layout are labeled to ease

their identification by the user. The orientation of a

terminal's label is the same as that of the terminal with an

offset in y-orientation. A label is output in the KIC format,
as shown below:

L NL

94 Label x y

where

L indicates layer

NL indicates layer type
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94 indicates the index of the symbol

Label label of the interface terminal

x x-orientation of the label

Y y-orientation of the label.

In the ABCD format, the terminals are labeled using a

layout primitive, called pin. The format of a pin construct is

shown below:

I pname: pin layer x YI

where,

pname: label by which the terminal is referenced

pin indicates the pin construct

layer layer type of the terminal (NP for NMOS poly and CP for

CMOS poly).

The layout code corresponding to the labeling of the

interface terminals is then output in a desired format.

5.5 Density Plots and Layout Statistics

The density is a measure of a lower bound on the number of

horizontal tracks required for the routing. The local density
of a channel at a given x-coordinate is the number of nets that

intersect a vertical line segment through that channel at

coordinate x. The channel density of a channel is its maximum
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local density over all x. The (total) density of a layout is
the sum of its channel densities. A plot of the channel

densities at every x can be obtained by plotting the channel

density at increasing values of x. The data required for the

plot is generated in the following format:

I X-value Channel density I

The local densities of each channel are plotted as a

separate curve. The data is interspersed with the plotting
conunands of TELL-A-GRAF. A density plot shows the profile of

the local densities from the left to the right of each channel.

The data generated by the design tool is then used directly, to

obtain a plot using TELL-A-GRAF software.

The layout statistics at various levels of the layout

design, such as: initial placement, feed-through insertion,

routing and etc., are generated by the code generator. The data

of the layout statistics are further output in Tbl format, that

can be formatted into tables, using the software: tbl and rtroff.

The data for the density plots and the statistics is generated
as optionally specified by the user.

5.6 Sununary

The final stage of a layout automator is the generation of

the layout code. The layout code, as generated by the layout
automator, at various stages, such as: placement and routing, is

discussed in this chapter. Initially, code corresponding to the

instantiation of the standard cells is output. In the second
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stage, the code of the routing primitives is generated. In the

third stage, the code corresponding to the labeling of the

interface terminals is output. Finally, the data for obtaining
the density plots and the layout statistics are generated.

The layout code is generated in two formats: KIC and/or
ABCD. The developed design tool currently supports the

generation of a layout in two technologies: NMOS and CMOS. The

layout code, as generated by the code generator can be used by
several other design tools to generate a plot of the layout,

interactively edit the layout, to obtain the corresponding
simulation code, and etc. The results as obtained using the

developed layout automator are presented in the next chapter.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this thesis was to develop a software

design tool that generates a layout automatically, for a given
input circuit description. The starting point is the formation
of a database by processing the input netlist. This is

accomplished by modifying an already existing design tool,
called Netlist. The code of the modifications identifies and

outputs the flattened cell descriptions and the connectivity
information, as Netlist processes the circuit description, and

forms a database of cell and connectivity information. The

design tool is developed primarily in three stages: placement of
the cells in the netlist, routing between the placed cells and

the generation of the code corresponding to the layout
primitives. The final layout code is generated in one of two

formats: KIC or ABCD. The layout code in these formats is

further processed by a set of design tools, for various

purposes, such as:

• interactive editing of the circuit layout
• design rule checking of the layout
• obtaining a plot of the layout

• simulating the designed circuit

• extracting the electrical parameters
and, etc. The developed design tool presently supports the

layout design in two technologies: NMOS and CMOS.

An overview of the development of the design tool was

presented in the second chapter. The design tool utilizes three
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sources of information: cell and connectivity information from a

database, cell parameters from a standard cell library and

interface information provided by the user, and automatically
generates layout code in a desired format. The design tool is

developed in three stages: placement, routing and code

generation. The placer accomplishes the initial placement of
the standard cells in the flattened net list. The placement

improvement stage is not currently incorporated in the placer.
The routing between the placed cells is done by the router.

Finally, the code generator produces the layout code

corresponding to the placed cells and routings. It further

labels the interface terminals and produces data for density
plots and layout statistics.

The detailed placement procedure, as incorporated in the

design tool, was discussed in the third chapter. The procedure
of initial placement is developed in two passes. In the first

pass, cells in the cell list are sequentially accessed and

oriented in the floor area, forming cell rows. In the second

pass, global routes in the circuit's layout are determined, and

if present, feed-throughs are inserted in the cell rows at the

determined locations. The placer accepts the width of the floor

.as specified by the user. On the other hand, it computes the

width of the floor, if not provided by the user. The width of

the floor as computed by the placer, corresponds to a near

square shape of the floor area.

The routing procedure, as developed and implemented in the
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design tool, was discussed in the fourth chapter. The routing
of the circuit components is implemented in two phases: global
routing and channel routing. The global routing phase confines

the nets in channels rather assigning them to specific tracks.

The global routes in the circuit are routed by inserting extra

nets or by merging the nodes of the feed-throughs in the

existing nets. Global routing further involves updating of the

parameters that would have been affected by the insertion of the

global routes. The channel routing is implemented in several

steps. Initially, any constrained nets in the channels are

identified. They are then hierarchically ordered to result in

conflict free channels. The ordered nets are successively
assigned to tracks considering the merging of the unassigned
nets in the empty space available in the tracks. As a result,

conflict free channels with minimum area are obtained.

A method of horizontal compaction of the layout is

developed and implemented in the design tool. The layout

compaction is a two step process. In the first step, the

terminal pitch of each cell in the standard cell library is set

at a reduced value, assuming contact alignments in the channel

routing region. These cells are later used in the generation of

a layout. In the second step, contacts of the nets are output,
with the contact of the start node aligned at its left edge with

respect to the vertical wire, the contact of the intermediate

nodes centered with respect to the vertical wire, and the

contact of the terminal node aligned at its right edge with

respect to the vertical wire. As a result of this procedure, a
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horizontally compacted layout is obtained. Area savings upto
five percent are obtained in the compacted layouts.

The procedure of layout code generation is discussed in the

fifth chapter. Initially, the layout code corresponding to the

placement of the standard cells is generated. Then the layout
code of the channel routing and the global supply routing is

produced. The code generator uses the interface node symbols as

specified by the user, and labels the corresponding terminals.

Finally, the code generator produces the data for density plots
and layout design statistics. The layout code is generated in
two formats: KIC and ABCD [33}.

To illustrate the function of the design tool, netlists of

seven example circuits are written. A description of these

example circuits and their netlists are presented in Appendix D.

These netlists are written in terms of macros and using 'repeat'
constructs of the Netlisp. The design tool instantiates the

cells in a standard cell library as their descriptions are

encountered in the netlist. The standard cell library,
presently, supports ten different cells in two technologies:
NMOS and CMOS. These cells are: an inverter, a two input, a

three input and a four input NAND and NOR gates, a (2 2) input
and a (2 3) input AND-OR-INVERT gates, and a feed-through cell.

Figure 6.1 presents the layouts of these cells in NMOS

technology. The layouts of the above cells in CMOS technology
are shown in Figure 6.2.

Further, a macro library, developed for use with the design
tool, contains the definitions of over thirty macro cells. A
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list of these macro cell definitions is presented in Appendix B.

Once the schematic diagram of a circuit is drawn, the interface

of each component is labeled and a netlist of the circuit is

written. The Netlisp language is rich enough for expressing the

structure that is required for a project of great complexity.

The netlist of a circuit is processed by the developed
design tool and the corresponding layout code is obtained. The

layout code, as automatically generated by the design tool, is

used in obtaining a plot of the layout directly, by using the

already existing software tools. Figure 6.3 shows the layout of
a 16-bit adder/subtractor circuit in NMOS technology, as

developed by the developed design tool. Another layout of the

same circuit in CMOS technology, as produced by the layout
automator, is presented in Figure 6.4. The netlist of this

circuit is presented in Appendix D. The interface nodes, as

labeled by the design tool, are then accessed manually for

further connections to pads and/or other interface connections.

Since the layout is being generated automatically, the design
rule errors were reduced and the confidence in the final layout
is improved. Also, this results in shorter layout times and

moves the user involvement away from device level considerations
and towards the architectural level.

Figure 6.5 shows the density plots

layout of a 16-bit adder/subtractor

corresponding to the

circuit. The plots of

channel densities and track densities corresponding to the

example circuits are presented in Appendix D. It can be
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Figure 6.3 The layout of a l6-bit adder/subtractor circuit in
NMOS technology.
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Figure 6.4 The layout of a l6-bit adder/subtractor circuit in
CMOS technology.
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observed from the plots of channel densities, that the average

density is uniform in the middle of the channel and is tapered
off to zero at the boundaries of the channel. This constitutes
net congestion in the middle of the channels, a typical problem
in the efficient use of channel area. A second plot of each

layout corresponds to the densities of tracks in the channels.
This plot shows utilization of the available space in the

tracks. It can be observed from these graphs that in general,
the average track utilization in all the channels is higher for

the tracks at the top of the channel and is lower for the tracks

at the bottom of the channels. This is due to the fact that a

greater number of nets are considered for merging in the tracks

at the top of the channel than for tracks at the bottom of the

channel.

The statistics of each circuit's layout at various stages
of the layout generation are grouped into several tables. Table

6.1 presents the layout statistics of a 16-bit adder/subtractor
circuit. A list of these tables corresponding to the example
circuits are presented in Appendix D. It can be noticed from

the floor dimensions that the shape of the floor area is nearly
square.

As a design style pertinent to the developed design tool,
it is always preferred to express the circuit in terms of macros

- either local to the circuit or those in the macro library.
Frequent and free use of macros in the circuit description
results in a better connectivity of the cells, as the cells in
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Table 6.1 Design statistics of the layout
adder/subtractor circuit. (a) Data
contents. (b) Layout statistics
statistics (d) Routing statistics

of a 16-bit
files and their
(c) Placement

( a)

File Contents File Name

Circuit Description as16.net
KIC Code as16.kic
ABCD Code as16.ab

( b)

Circuit Floor Floor No. of No. of Metal Polywidth length cells nodes length length
as16 688 445 140 624 16334 9133

( c)

Row Row No. of Node No. of feed-number width cells number throughs
1 676 20 78 02 676 20 156 03 676 20 234 0
4 676 20 312 05 676 20 390 0
6 676 20 468 0
7 676 20 546 0
8 676 20 624 0

( d)

Channel No. of No. of Channel
number tracks nets density

1 10 45 9
2 5 23 5
3 5 23 5
4 I 5 23 5
5 5 23 5
6 5 23 5
7 5 22 5
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the macros occur either in the same cell row or in adjacent cell

rows. This in turn results in smaller area of the final chip.

The design tool is a software package of over 2400 lines of

code in C programming language, developed and implemented on VAX

11/780 computing system. The software is fully file driven.

The algorithms of the initial placement, routing and code

generation are developed as described in the thesis. The design

tool resides in a simulation tool - Net1ist, and thus accounts

for an integrated design environment.

The main constributions of this thesis are: (1) Reduced

terminal pitch with the alignment of vias in the routing region.

This results in area savings upto 5% of the layout area. (2) By

using a enhanced design tool (Net1ist) it is possible to

simulate the circuit before the final layout is generated. (3)

The correctness of the layout is proven by design rule checking,

circuit extraction and simulation.

The few future extensions to the developed design tool are

discussed here. The design tool may be modified to support an

extensive standard cell library. It may be extended to place

the interface pads and do the corresponding routing. An

iterative placement improvement method such as pairwise

interchange, may be incorporated in the placer. A technique of

reducing channel density in a layout, as described in [29] may

be incorporated in the router. Various experts as described in

[17] may be implemented in the router.
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APPENDIX A

TERMINOLOGY OF STANDARD CELLS

This appendix presents the terminology in use with the

standard cells approach of a layout design.

Alias

Cell row

Cell row folding

Channel

Channel density

Channel routing

Channel spacing

Constraint

Constraint graph

Cyclic constraint

Detailed routing

Edge alignment

Feed-through

An alias is another name referring to the
same object.

A row as formed by the width-wise stacking
of the standard cells (Figure A.3).

The formation of multiple cell rows by
folding one-dimensional placement of the
standard cells (Figure A.2).

The area enclosed by two adjacent cells
rows (Figure A.2).

The maximum local density in a channel,
over all x.

The assignment of nets to tracks in a

channel.

The length of a channel (Figure A.2).

A technology rule violation.

A graph representing
between a number of nets,
represented as a node and
net 1 must appear
represented by a directed
node 2 from node 1.

the constraints
in which a net is
a condition that
above net 2 is

edge pointing to

A cyclic constraint is a conflict between
two or more nets that result in a cycle in
the vertical constraint graph.

The routing within a channel - i.e, channel

routing.

The alignment of a layout feature at one of
its edges.

A standard cell as formed by a single
terminal.
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Flattening

Global routing

Global power grid

Instantiation

Intermediate node

Lambda

Layout density

Local density

Net

Net decomposition

Netlist

Node

Node alias

Node symbol

Packet

Parent node
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Flattening
hierarchical
circuit into
descriptions.

is the expansion of an

functional description of a

a list of subcomponent

The confinement of nets in a channel,
rather assigning them to tracks.

A grid, as formed by the power supply
routing in a layout (Figure A.2).

Instantiation is the duplication of

layout primitive.
a

A node that is enclosed by a start node and

a terminal node in a net.

Lambda is the unit of minimum dimension

(width or length) in microns for a physical
feature that is supported by a fabrication

process.

The sum of all channel densities in a

layout.

The number of nets that intersect a

vertical line segment through a channel at

a given x (Figure A.5).

The connection between two or more

terminals across cells in the layout.

The decomposition of a net belonging to

one-dimensional placement of cells, into

multiple nets due to cell row folding.

The connectivity list of a circuit.

The representation of a terminal in a cell.

A node alias of a node is the second name

given to refer to the same node.

An alpha-numeric string (name) used to

represent a node.

The list of nodes representing a net is

referred to as a packet.

A node that is encountered for the first

time in a list of nodes is referred to as a

parent node.
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Placement code The layout code corresponding to

placement of the standard cells.
the

Power rails The supply power lines at a fixed vertical
pitch in each standard cell (Figure A.I).

Routing code The code corresponding to the routing in a

layout.

Start net The net in the lower most

belonging to a decomposed net.
channel,

Start node The left most node in a net.

Standard Cells Cells with fixed height and variable
the latter depending on the content
cells with the supply power
maintained at a fixed vertical
(F igure A.l).

width,
of the
lines

pitch

Terminal A vertical wire corresponding to the
interface of a standard cell, that is

brought to the top and bottom boundaries of
the cell (Figure A.I).

Terminal net The net in the upper most

belonging to a decomposed net.
channel,

Terminal pitch The minimum horizontal pitch at which two

adjacent terminals in a standard cell are

maintained (Figure A.I).

Track A horizontal grid that accommodates the
trunks of nets across the channel (Figure
A.3) •

Track density The sum of the widths of all the trunks
within a track.

Trunk The width of a net from the start node to
the terminal node.

Vertical constraint A spacing rule violation between the
features of two adjacent wires.
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APPENDIX B

MACRO LIBRARY

A macro is defined as a set of metal interconnections which

configures one or more cells into a logic function element.

Macro definitions facilitate hierarchical circuit description.
About thirty macros are developed for use with the developed
design tool. These macros are expressed in terms of gates: NAND,

NOR, AND-OR-INVERT and in terms of other macros. Table Bv L

lists descriptions of abbreviations used in Table B.2 and Table

B.3. Descriptions of the abbreviations used to identify the

developed macros are listed in Table B. 2. Table B.3 presents
statistics of macros: number of gates and number of transistors
within each macro, and its usage. Symbols corresponding to the

interface nodes under usage of Table B.3 are in context with the

expressed circuit. The truth tables of the one-to-four

demultiplexer and that of the two-bit decoder are presented in

Tables: B.4 and B.S. Table B.6 presents the truth table of a

one-bit arithmetic logic unit with two-bit function selector.

�----------------
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Table B.l Descriptions of Abbreviations.

Abbreviation Description
-

range
c in Carry in
clk Clock
c 0 Carry out,
I Input
m mode
0 Output
s select

Table B.2 Description of abbreviated macro names.

Cell Name Description
ANDn
ORn
OAInm
XNORn
XORn
RS IAT
C RS LAT
D-IAT
JK FF
ET JK FF
MS-FF-
HALF ADD
FULL-ADD
ADDSUBI
MUX4Tl
DEMUXIT4
DEC02
P COMP4
ALUlS2

n-Input AND gate
n-Input OR gate
(n m)-Input AND-OR-INVERT gate
n-Input EXCLUSIVE NOR gate
n-Input EXCLUSIVE OR gate
R-S Type latch
Clocked R-S type latch
D-Type latch
JK Flip flop
Edge triggered JK flip flop
Master slave flip flop
Half adder
Full adder
One-bit adder-subtractor
Four-to-one multiplexer
One-to-four demultiplexer
Two address decoder
Four-bit parallel comparator
One-bit arithmetic logic unit
with two-bit function selector
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Table B.3 Statistics of Macros in the Library.

Macro
Name

Gate
Count

Transistor
Count

Macro

Usage

AND2
AND3
AND4
OR2
OR3
OR4
OAI22
OA123
RS LAT
C RS LAT
D LAT
JK FF
ET JK FF
MS FF
XNOR2
XNOR3
XNOR4
XOR2
XOR3
XOR4
XOR8
XOR16
XOR32
HALF ADD
FULL ADD
ADDSUBI
MUX4Tl
DEMUX1T4
DEC02
P COMP4
ALU1S2

2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
2
4
5
4
4
13
2
4
6
2
4
6
14
30
62
4
6
10
7
8
6
10
12

5
6
7
5
6
7
11
12
6
12
14
18
16
38
8
16
24
8
16
24
56
120
248
13
23
39
25
18
16
39
44

(and2 out 11 12)
(and3 out 11-13)
(and4 out 11-14)
(or2 out 11 I 2 )
(or3 out 11-13)
(or4 out 11-14)
(oai22 out 11-14)
(oai23 out 11-15)
(rs latch r s q q)
(clk rs latch r s c1k q q)
(d latch d clk q q)
(jk flip flop j k clk q q)
(et-jk flip flop j k c q q)
(ms-f1ip flop r s c1k q �)
(xnor2 out 11 12)
(xnor3 out 11-13)
(xnor4 out 11-14)
(xor2 out 11 12)
(xor3 out 11-13)
(xor4 out 11-14)
(xor8 out 11-18)
(xor16 out 11-116)
(xor32 out 11-132)
(half adder 11 12 sum c in)
(full-adder 11 12 c in sum c 0)
(addsubl 10 11 s c in sum c 0)
(mux4tl 10-13 sO sl out)
(demux4tl I aO al 00 01 02 03)
(decoder2 aO al 00 01 02 03)
(p comp4 aO al a2 a3 bO bl b2 b3 0)
(aluls2 11 12 c in m sl s2 0 c 0)

L__ �_ ---- -- -----------------------
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Macro Definitions

A working set of macro definitions is developed for use by
the layout automator. Macro definitions are usually loaded into

a circuit description prior to their use. Macro definitions in

the current macro library are presented below.

MACRO DEFINITIONS

2-INPUT AND

Descriptions of interface nodes

Inputs: a, b

Output: out

(macro and2 (out a b)
(local la)
(nand la a b)
(invert out la)

}

.

I 3-INPUT AND

Descriptions of interface nodes

i Inputs: a, b, c

Output: out

(macro and3 (out a b c)
(local la)
(nand la a b c)
(invert out la)

}

'------------------ ----- ---
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i 4-INPUT AND

Descriptions of interface nodes

Inputs: a, b, c, d
Output: out

(macro and4 (out abc d)
(local la)
(nand la abc d)
(invert out la)

)

2-INPUT OR

Descriptions of interface nodes

i
Inputs: a, b
Output: out

(macro or2 (out a b)
(local la)
(nor la a b)
(invert out la)

)

3-INPUT OR

.

I Descriptions of interface nodes

.

I

Inputs: a, b, c

Output: out

(macro or3 (out a b c)
(local la)
(nor la a b c)
(invert out la)

)

i 4-INPUT OR

.

I Descriptions of interface nodes

Inputs: a, b, c, d
Output: out

(macro or4 (out abc d)
(local la)
(nor la abc d)
(invert out la)

)

.

I (2 2)-INPUT OR-AND-INVERT
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Descriptions of interface nodes

Inputs: (a, b) (c, d)
Output: out

(macro oai22 (out abc d)
(local la Ib)
(nor la a b)
(nor Ib c d)
(or2 out la Ib)

)

(2 3)-INPUT OR-AND-INVERT

i Descriptions of interface nodes

Inputs: (a I b) (c I die)
Output: out

(macro oai23 (out abc d e)
(local la Ib)
(nor la a b)
(nor Lb c d e)
(or2 out la Lb )

)
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(3 2)-INPUT OR-AND-INVERT

Descriptions of interface nodes

Inputs: (a I b I c) (d ,e)
Output: out

{macro oai32 (out abc d e)
(oai23 out d e a b c)

)

.

, 2-INPUT XNOR

Descriptions of interface nodes

Inputs: a, b

Output: out

(macro xnor2 (out a b)
(local la)
(nand la a b)
(and-or-invert out (la b) (la b»

)

3-INPUT XNOR

Descriptions of interface nodes

Inputs: a, b, c

Output: out

{macro xnor3 (out a b c)
(local la)
(xnor2 la a b)
(xnor2 out la c)

)

4-INPUT XNOR

Descriptions of interface nodes

Inputs: a, b, c, d

Output: out

(macro xnor4 (out abc d)
(local la lb)
(xnor2 la a b)
(xnor2 lb c d)
(xnor2 out la lb)

)

2-INPUT XOR

i Descriptions of interface nodes
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Inputs: a, b

Output: out

{macro xor2 (out a b)
(local la)
(nor la a b)
(and-or-invert out (la la) (b a»

)

3-INPUT XOR

Descriptions of interface nodes

Inputs: a, b, c

Output: out

(macro xor3 (out a b c)
(local la)
(xor2 la a b)
(xor2 out la c)

)

4-INPUT XOR

Descriptions of interface nodes

.

,

Inputs: a, b, c, d
Output: out

(macro xor4 (out abc d)
(local la Ib)
(xor2 la a b)
(xor2 Ib c d)
(xor2 out la Lb )

)

.

, 8-INPUT XOR

Descriptions of interface nodes

Inputs: a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h
Output: out

(macro xor8 (out abc d e f g h)
(local la Ib)
(xor4 la abc d)
(xor4 Ib e f g h)
(xor2 out la Ib)

)

-�- ..------------
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16-INPUT XOR

Descriptions of interface nodes

Inputs: a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h ,

i, j, k, 1, m, n, 0, p
Output: out

(macro xor16 (out abc d e f 9 h i j k 1 m n 0 p)(local la Ib)
(xor8 la abc d e f 9 h)
(xor8 Ib i j k 1 m n 0 p)
(xor2 out la Ib)

)

i 32-INPUT XOR

Descriptions of interface nodes

.

Inputs: a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h,,

i, j , k, 1, m, n, 0, p,
aa, ab, ac, ad, ae, af, agi ah,
ai, aj, ak , al, am, an, ao, ap

i Output: out

(macro xor32 (out a b c d e f 9 h i j k 1 m n o paa ab ac ad ae af ag ah ai aj ak al am an ao ap)( local la Ib)
( xor16 la abc d e f 9 h i j k 1 m n 0 p)(xor16 Ib aa ab ac ad ae af ag ah ai aj ak
al am an ao ap)
(xor2 out la Ib)

)

RS LATCH

Descriptions of interface nodes

.

I r,s
q
qb

Inputs
Output
Complement of q

(macro rs latch (r s q qb)
(nand q s qb)
(nand qb q r)

)

RS LATCH WITH CLOCK INPUT

Descriptions of interface nodes

r,s
c

q

Inputs
Clock
Output
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qb : Complement of q

(macro clk rs latch (r s c q qb)
(local la-lbT
(nand la s c)
(nand Ib c r)
(rs latch la lb q qb)

)
-

D LATCH

Descriptions of interface nodes

d Input
c Clock
q Output
qb Complement of q

(macro d latch (d c q qb)
(local la lb lc)
(nand la d c)
(invert lb d)
(nand lc lb c)
(rs latch la lc q qb)

)

JK FLIP FLOP

Descriptions of interface nodes

; j ,k Inputs
Clock

Output
Complement of q

c
.

I q
qb

(macro jk flip flop (j k c q qb)
(local r-s)
(and3 s j c qb)
(and3 r c k q)
(rs latch r s q qb)

)
-
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EDGE TRIGGERED JK FLIP FLOP

Descriptions of interface nodes

.

I

j ,k
cb

q
qb

Inputs
Complement of clock
Output
Complement of qi

(macro et flip flop (j k cb q qb)
(local la lb)-
(nand la j cb qb)
(nand Ib k cb q)
(and-or-invert q (cb qb) (la qb»
(and-or-invert qb (q Ib) (cb q»

)

MASTER-SLAVE FLIP FLOP

Descriptions of interface nodes

s,r Inputs
c Clock
q Output
qb Complement of q

(macro ms flip flop (s r c q qb)
(local la Ib Ic Id Ie If cb)
(invert cb c)
(nand la s cb)
(nand Ib r cb)
(rs latch Ib la lc Id)
(nand Ie lc c)
(nand 1 f Ld c)
(rs latch Ie If q qb)

)
-

HALF' ADDER

Descriptions of interface nodes

i

a,b
s

c

Inputs
Sum

Carry

(macro half adder (a b s c)
(xor2 s a b)
(and2 c b a)

)

FULL ADDER

Descriptions of interface nodes
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·

I a,b
cl
s

c2

Inputs
Carry in
Sum

Carry out

{macro full adder (a b cl s c2)
(local la Ib)
(xor2 la a b)
(xor2 s la cl)
(and-or-invert Ib (cl la) (b a»
(invert c2 Ib)

)

I-BIT SELECTIVE ADDER OR SUBTRACTOR
control: 1 => addition, 0 => subtraction

Descriptions of interface nodes

·

I

aO,bO
control

Inputs
Control is 1 for addition
and 0 for subtraction
Carry or borrow at the input
Sum or difference
Carry or borrow at the output

crbin
srd
crbout

(macro addsubl (aO bO control crbin srd crbout)
(local la lb lc ld)
(xor2 la aO bO)
(xor2 srd la control)
(xnor2 Ib control bO)
(xnor2 lc la crbin)
(and-or-invert Id (lb aO) (lc control»
(invert crbout Id)

)

; 4-1 MULTIPLEXER

·

I Descriptions of interface nodes

iO-i3
sO, sl
z

Inputs
Selection variables
Multiplexed output

(macro mux4tl (iO il i2 i3 sO sl z)
(local IsO lsI la Ib lc Id)
(invert IsO sO)
(invert lsI sl)
(nand la iO IsO lsI)
(nand Ib il lsI sO)
(nand lc i2 sl IsO)
(nand Id i3 sl sO)
(nand z la Ib lc 1d)

)
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1-4 DEMULTIPLEXER

.

I Descriptions of�interface nodes

.

I

in
(AI AO)
00-03

Input
Address inputs
Ouput lines

(macro demux1t4 (in AO Al 00 01 02 03)
(local 1 aO la1)
(and3 00 in laO lal)
(and3 01 in laO AI)
(and3 i2 in AO la1)
(and3 i3 in AO AI)

}

2-BIT (ADDRESS) DECODER

Descriptions of interface nodes

i
(AI AO) : Address inputs
(00-03) : Ouput lines

(macro decoder2 (AO Al 00 01 02 03)
(local laO 1al)
(invert lAO aO)
(invert IAI al)
(nand 00 laO lal)
(nand 01 AO Ial)
(nand 02 laO AI)
(nor 03 laO lal)

)

4-BIT PARALLEL COMPARATOR (=)

Descriptions of interface nodes

aO-a3, bO-b3 : Inputs
out : Output

(macro p comp4 (aO al a2 a3 bO bl b2 b3 out)
(local Ta lb lc ld)
(xnor2 la aO bO)
( xnor2 Ib a1 bl)
(xnor2 lc a2 b2 )
(xnor2 ld a3 b3 )
(and4 out la Ib lc Id)

)

i I-BIT ALU WITH 2-BIT FUNCTION SELECTOR

Descriptions of interface nodes

A, B : Inputs
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cl
(sb, sa)

m

F
c2

Carry in
Function selection inputs
Mode input
Output function
Carry out

(macro aluls2 (A B cl m sa sb F c2)
(local la Ib lc Id Ie)
(and2 la m cl)
(xor2 Ib A sa)
(xor2 Id Ib la)
(xor2 lc sb B)
(xor2 F lc Id)
(and-or-invert Ie (ld Ie) (lb la»
(invert c.l, Le )

)

Table B.4 Truth table of 1-4 demultiplexer.

Address Outputs
Al AO 00 01 02 03
u u .L 0 U U
0 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 1

Table B.S Truth table of 2-bit decoder.

Address Outputs
Al AO 00 01 02 03
u u .L 0 U U
0 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 1

- -_ -------------
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Table B.6 The functions generated by the I-bit arithmetic logicunit with 2-bit function selection.

Logic function with m = 0
Function selection Function outputsb sa F

U U �nput A transrerrea to OU1:.put0 1 Complement of A
1 0 A XOR B
1 1 A XNOR B

Arithmet�c function with m = 1 and cl = 0
0 0 Input A transferred to output0 1 Ones complement of A
1 0 Sum of A and B
1 1 Sum of Band one's complement of A

Arithmetic function with m = 1 and cl = 1
0 0 Increment A
0 1 Two's complement of A
1 0 Increment sum of A and B
1 1 B minus A
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APPENDIX C

FLOOR WIDTH COMPUTATIONS

The width of a layout area, called floor width, is an

essential parameter in obtaining a desired aspect ratio of the

floor area. When floor width is not provided by the user, it

will be computed by the design tool, such that the resulting
aspect ratio is approximately equal to one. Floor width

computations are listed as below:

1. Let W be the width of the single cell row, as formed by the

one dimensional placement of all the cells in the flattened

netlist (Figure C.l).

2. Let H be the identical height of the standard cells in the

library (Figure C.2a). Let S be the channel spacing
estimate as provided by the user (Figure C. 2b) .

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I' I 'I I , I
�---------W----------..-t

Figure C.l One dimensional placement of cells.

1 I CELL ROW

f
H STANDARD S

1
CELL

,
CELL ROW

(a) (b)
Figure C.2 User specified parameters. (a) Identical height of

standard cells. (b) Channel spacing estimate.
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I
N

Y

1 2

1

� X "I

Figure C.3 Two dimensional placement of cells.

3. Let X be the width of the floor area and let Y be the

height of the floor area. Let N be the number of cell rows

in the floor area (Figure C. 3) •

4. Since the one dimensional cell row of width W, is folded

into N cell rows, each of width X, we have:

W = N.X

5. For a desired aspect ratio of one, we have:

X = Y

Since Y = (N.H) + «N-1)S), therefore,
X = N.H + (N-1)S

= N(H+S) - S

Substituting N = W/X in the above equation, we obtain:

X2 = W(H+S) S.X

i.e. , + S.X W(H+S) = 0
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Therefore,

x =

- S + �S2 + 4 W(H+S)
2

�S42 + W(H+S) S
2

=

The above computed floor width is then used in folding the

cell rows during initial placement.
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APPENDIX D

CIRCUITS AND STATISTICS

This appendix presents the netlists developed for seven

example circuits. These netlists are processed by the layout
automator and code corresponding to their layouts is obtained.

For each of the ciruits excluding the 16-bit adder/subtractor
circuit, the following material is presented:
.... Design statistics of the circuit's layout

.... A plot of the layout in NMOS technology
.... A plot of the layout in CMOS technology
.... Two graphs depicting the channel and track densities in t.he

layout.

Table D.I lists descriptions of each of the example circuits.

Table D.l Descriptions of the example circuits.

Circuit Description
ALU16S2 l6-Bit ALU with 2-bit function selection
ALU4S4 4-Bit ALU with 4-bit function selection
AS16 l6-Bit adder-subtractor
CLA4 4-Bit carry look-ahead adder
CSD16 l6-Bit canonical signed digit cell
PART64 64-Bit parity generator
SIMUL4 4-Bit simultaneous multiplier

---�--�-- .. ----��--------
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Netlists
ALU16S2

16-Bit alu with 2-bit function selection

Load macro definitions

(load "lib .net" )

Descriptions of interface nodes

i
al-a16, bl-b16
m

sO I sl
c

f

Two 16 bit input words
Mode input
Function selection bits
Carry input
Ouput function

i Node definitions

(node f abc m sl sO)

i Circuit description

(repeat i 1 16
(aluls2 a.i b.i c.i m sO sl f.i c.(+ i 1»
)

ALU4S4

4-Bit alu with 4-bit function selection

Load macro definitions

(load "lib .net")

Descriptions of interface nodes

sO-s3
a, b
cn

m

Function selection bits
Two 4-bit, complemented input words
Carry input
Mode input

Node definitions

(node sO sl s2 s3 b3b a3b a2b b2b bIb alb
bOb aOb m cn)
(node abc d e f 9 h i j k 1 m n 0 p q r
s t u v w x y z)
(node aa ab ac ad ae af ag ah ai aj ak al
am an ao ap aq ar as at au av aw ax ay az)
(node ba bb bc bd be bf)
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(node gb cn4 pb f3b f2b aeqb flb fOb)

Circuit description

(invert bc b3b)
(invert bd b2b)
(invert be blb)
(invert bf bOb)
(invert ax m)
(and3 a b3b s3 a3b)
(and3 b a3b s2 bc)
(nor u a b)
(and2 c bc sl)
(and2 d sO b3b)
(invert e a3b)
(nor v c d e)
(and3 f b2b s3 a2b)
(and3 9 a2b s2 bd)
(nor w f g)
(and2 h bd sl)
(and2 i sO b2b)
(invert j a2b)
(nor x h i g)
(and3 k blb s3 alb)
(and3 1 alb s2 be)
(nor y k 1)
(and2 m be sl)
(and2 n sO blb)
(invert 0 alb)
(nor z m n 0)
(and3 p bOb s3 aOb)
(and3 q aOb s2 bf)
(nor ab p q)
(and2 r bf sl)
(and2 s sO bOb)
(invert t aOb)
(nor ac r s t)
(invert ad v)
(and2 ac u x)
(and3 af u w z)
(and4 ag u w y ac)
(nor gb ad ac af ag)
(nand ah u w y ax)
(nand cn4 gb ah)
(nand pb u w y ab)
(xor2 aj u v)
(xor2 f3b aj ay)
(and4 ak cn ab y ax)
(and4 al y w ac ax)
(and3 am w z ax)
(and2 an x ax)
(nor ay ak al am an)
(xor2 ao w x)
(xor2 f2b ao az)
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(and4 ap cn ab y ax)
(and3 aq y ac ax)
(and2 ar z ax)
(nor az ap aq ar)
(xor2 as z y)
(xor2 f Lb as ba)
(and4 aeqb f3b f2b fIb fOb)
(and3 at ab cn ax)
(and2 au ax ac)
(nor ba at au)
(xor2 av ac ab)
(xor2 fOb av aw)
(nand aw ax cn}

AS16

16-Bit adder-subtractor

Load macro library
(load "lib.net")

Descriptions of interface nodes

a, b
cont
crbi
srd
crbo

Two 16-bit input words
Control: High -> ADD, Low -> SUBTRACT
Carry or borrow input
Ouput sum or difference
Carry or borrow output

Node definitions

(node a b cont crbi srd crbo)
.

I Circuit description

(repeat i 1 16
(addsubl a.i b.i cont crbi.i srd.i crbo.(+ 1 i»)

CLA4

4-Bit carry-look-ahead adder

Load macro definitions

(load "lib .net")
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Descriptions of interface nodes

i
a, b
c

s

p
9

Input 4-bit words
Input carry bit
Ouptut sum

Propagation bit
Generation bit

/: ;"--,--�'-

Define macro: adder

(macro adder (c a b s p g)
(xor2 s c p)
(xor2 p a b)
(and2 9 a b)
)

Define nodes in the circuit

(node la Ib lc Id Ie If Ig Ih Ii Ij lk 11 1m In 10)(node cin aO al a2 a3 bO bl b2 b3 cO c l, c2 c3 c4)(node sO sl s2 s3 pO pI p2 p3 gO gl g2 g3 g30)
Circuit description

(adder cin aO bO sO pO gO)
(and-or-invert la (pO cO) (gO gO»
(invert c L la)

(adder cl al bl sl pI gl)
(and3 Ib cO pI pO)
(and3 lc pI pO gO)
(nor Id Ib lc gl)
(invert c2 Id)

(adder c2 a2 b2 s2 p2 g2)
(and4 Ie cO p2 pI pO)
(and3 If pI p2 gO)
(and2 Ig p2 g1)
(nor Ih Ig If Ie g2)
(invert c3 Ih)

(adder c3 a3 b3 s3 p3 g3)
(and4 Ii cO p3 p2 pI)
(nand 1j Ii pO)
(invert 10 Lj )
(and4 lk p3 p2 pI gO)
(and3 11 p3 p2 gl)
(and2 Lm p3 g2)
(nor In lk 111m g3)
(invert g30 In)
(nand c4 In 1 j )
)
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CSD16

16-Bit csd circuit

Load macro definitions

(load "lib.net")

Descriptions of interface nodes

mag Magnitude bit
sign Ouput sign bit
Inputs: bin, pstrn, pstb, futb, highb

Local macro definition

(macro cell (mag sign pstrn pstb bin futb highb)(local kl k2)
(xnor2 kl pstb bin)
(nor (mag 2 16) pstrn k1)
(nand (k2 2 16) mag futb)
(xnor2 sign k2 highb)
)

Node definitions

(node mag sign bin highb)

Generate csd

(repeat i 1 16
(cell mag.i sign.i mag.(- i 1)
bin.(- i 1) bin.i bin.(+ i 1) highb))

PART64

64-Bit parity generator

i Load macro library
(load II lib .net")

Descriptions of interface nodes

i a1-a32, bl-b32 A 64-bit input word
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i out Parity output

Node definitions

(node out)
(node al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9
alO all a12 a13 a14 a15 a16)
(node a17 a18 a19 a20 a21 a22 a23
a24 a25 a26 a27 a28 a29 a30 a31 a32)
(node bl b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9 blO
bll b12 b13 b14 b15 b16)
(node bl7 b18 b19 b20 b21 b22 b23 b24
b25 b26 b27 b28 b29 b30 b31 b32)
(node la Ib)

Circuit description
(xor32 la al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9
alO all al2 al3 al4 a15 al6
al7 al8 a19 a20 a21 a22 a23 a24 a25
a26 a27 a28 a29 a30 a31 a32)
(xor32 lb bl b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9
blO bll bl2 b13 bl4 bl5 bl6
b17 b18 b19 b20 b2l b22 b23 b24 b25
b26 b27 b28 b29 b30 b3l b32)
(xor2 out la Ib)

SIMUL4

i 4-Bit simultaneous multiplier
Load macro definitions

(load "lib .net")

i Node definitions

Descriptions of interface nodes

i a, b Two 4-bit input words
s[1-64] Output partial sums

(node aO al a2 a3 a4 bO bl b2 b3 b4 sO sl
s2 s4 s8 s16 s32 s64 ax ay az)
(node abc d e f g h i j kIm n 0 p q r
stu v w x y z aa ab ac ad ae a f ag ah)

Circuit description
(and2 sO aO bO)
(and2 a bO all
(and2 b aO al)
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(half adder 51 c b a)
(and2-d bO a2)
(and2 e al bl)
(full adder e d c f g)
(and2-h aO b2)
(half adder 52 i h f)
( and2

-

j bO a4)
(and2 k a2 bl)
(full adder k j 9 m 1)
(full-adder 0 m i 54 n)
(and2-p al b2)
(and2 q aO b4)
(half adder 0 r p q)
(and2-5 a4 bl)
(half adder t u 5 1)
(full-adder t y n s v)
(and2-w a2 b2)
(and2 x al b4)
(full adder x wry z)
(and2-aa a4 b2)
(and2 ab a2 a4)
(full adder aa ab z ac ax)
(full-adder ac u v s16 ad)
(and2-al a4 b4)
(half adder af ag al ay)
(half-adder 532 ah ad af)
(half adder 564 az ag ah)
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Table D.2 Design statistics of the layout of l6-bit arithmeticlogic unit with 2-bit function selection. (a) Datafiles and their contents. (b) Layout statistics.(c) Placement statistics. (d) Routing statistics.

( a)

File Contents File Name
Cl.rCU1.t Descr1.pt1.on alulbsi.net
KIC Code alu16s2.kic
ABCD Code alul6s2.ab

( b)

Circuit No. of No. of Metal

length
Poly
length

(c)

Row Row No. of Node No. of feed-
number width cells number throughs

1 ItlU 24 88 u
2 780 24 176 0
3 780 24 264 0
4 780 24 352 0
5 780 24 440 0
6 780 24 528 0
7 780 24 616 0
8 780 24 704 0

( d)

Channel No. of No. of Channel
number tracks nets density

1 l� �!) 1�
2 9 29 9
3 9 29 9
4 9 29 9
5 9 29 9
6 9 29 9
7 9 29 9
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....
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Figure D.l Layout of the l6-bit arithmetic logic unit (with2-bit function selection) in NMOS technology.
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Figure D.2 Layout of the l6-bit arithmetic logic unit (with
2-bit function selection) in CMOS technology.
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Table 0.3 Design statistics of the layout of 4-bit arithmeticlogic unit with 4-bit function selection. (a) Dataf-iles and their con tents. (b) Layout statistics.----:-( c) Placement statistics. (d) Routing statistics.(e) Feed-through statistics.

( a)

File Contents File Name
escr�pt�on

( b)

Circuit Floor
width

Floor
length

No. of
cells

No. of Metal
length

Poly
length

( c)

Row Row No. of Node No. of feed-number width cells number throughs.1 !:>bU :L:L !:>'::J U
2 579 25 122 4
3 557 19 184 0
4 570 18 249 0
5 577 19 313 0

( d)

Channel No. of No. of Channel
number tracks nets density

.i 43 !:>U :L.i
2 14 28 14
3 13 24 13
4 13 29 13

( e)

Global route RoW Cell
index number number

.1 L 4

2 2 10
3 2 17
4 2 23
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Figure D.S Layout of the 4-bit arithmetic logic unit (with
4-bit function selection) in CMOS technology .
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Table D.4 Design statistics of the layout of 4-bit carrylook-ahead adder circuit. (a) Data files and their
contents. (b) Layout statistics. (c) Placementstatistics. (d) Routing statistics.

( a)

File Contents File Name
Clrcult Descrlptlon cla4.net
KIC Code cla4.kic
ABCD Code cla4.ab

(b)

Circuit No. of Poly
length

( c)

Row Row No. of Node No. of feed

number width cells number throughs
1 3':::1u 12 44 0

2 402 14 88 0

3 395 13 132 0

4 384 14 174 0

( d)

Channel NO. of No. of Channel

number tracks nets density
1 i2 ,jU 1i

2 6 20 6

3 9 19 8
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Table D.5 Design statistics of the layout of 16-bit CanonicalSigned Digit code generator ciruit. (a) Data filesand th�eir contents. (b) Layout statistics. (c)Plac-ertient statistics. (d) Routing statistics.

(a)

File Contents File Name
Cl.rCUl.t Descrl.ptl.on csC11b.net
KIC Code csdl6.kic
ABCD Code csd16.ab

(b)

Circuit
No. of Metal

length
Poly
lengthcs

( c)

Row Row No. of Node No. of feed-
number width cells number throughs

1 !:lUCS 1b !)CS U
2 520 16 118 0
3 508 16 176 0
4 508 16 234 0
5 520 16 294 0
6 508 16 352 0

( d)

Channel No. of No. of Channel
number tracks nets density

1 11 jj 1.1

2 8 19 8
3 8 19 8
4 8 19 8
5 8 18 8

-----�------------
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Figure D.10 Layout of the l6-bit Canonical Signed
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Figure D.ll Layout of the 16-bit Canonical Signed Dig it code
generator circuit in CMOS technology.
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Table D.6 Design statistics of the layout of 64-bit paritygenerator circuit. (a) Data files and their contents. (b) Layout statistics. (c) Placementstatistics. (d) Routing statistics. (e) Feedthrough statistics.

{a)

File Contents File Name
Clrcult Descrlptlon part64.net.KIC Code part64.kicABCD Code part64.ab

(b)

Circuit Floor
width

Floor
length

of No. of

part

(c)

Row Row No. of Node No. of feed-
number width cells number throughs1 63U 1ts 1'2- 0

2 630 18 144 0
3 636 19 217 1
4 630 18 289 0
5 636 19 362 1
6 636 19 435 1
7 630 18 507 0

( d)

Channel No. of No. of Channel
number tracks nets density

1 1U :>4- 1U
2 6 28 5
3 9 27 8
4 9 28 8
5 6 28 6
6 7 26 7

(e)

Global route Row Cell
index number number

1 J 12

2 5 8
2 6 8
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NMOS technology.
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Figure D.14 Layout of the 64-bit parity generator circuit in
CMOS technology.
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Table D.7 Design statistics of the layout of 4-bit simultane
ous multiplier circuit. (a) Data files and their
contents.� (b) Layout statistics. (c) Placementstatist-i-c"s·. (d) Routing statistics. (e) Feed
through statistics.

( a)

File Contents File Name
�rcu�t Descr�pt�on s�mu.L4.net

KIC Code simu14.kic
ABCD Code simu14.ab

( b)

Circuit of No. of Poly
length

s�mu

(c)

Row Row No. of Node No. of feed
number width cells number throughs

1 49� 18 !:>4 U

2 511 18 III 1
3 520 19 168 1
4 533 18 228 1
5 512 18 286 2
6 464 16 337 0

( d)

Channel No. of No. of Channel
number tracks nets density

T 14 ,j I 14

2 10 22 9

3 9 25 9

4 14 25 14

5 12 23 12

( e)

Global route RoW Cell
index number number

1 L- 12

2 5 11

3 3 9

4 4 15

5 5 12

.---�.------------
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Figure D.16 Layout of the 4-bit simultaneous
cuit in NMOS technology.

multiplier cir-
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Figure D.17 Layout of the 4-bit simultaneous multiplier cir
cuit in CMOS technology.
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